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the Scrub Steer.
[Abalract of paper by Henry Prentiss Armaby
before tile Pennsylvania State Board of AgriR H. P. JONKS.
ι
culture. Harrisburg, Pa., Jan. A>, 1910 ]
I>
The United State· is already beginDentist,
ning to feel tbe pressure of population
MAINE,
NORWAY.
upon tbe food supply and warning* are
nice Hour»—S to li—1 to 4.
being beard tbat the food problem of
the future is in danger of becoming
acute.
Along with more efficient farmι 1 r. SMITH.
ing methods which shall increase crop
at
Law.
Attorney
yields, an equally important factor iu
averting tbat dauger is tbe conservation
MAINE,
NORWAY,
One important
Collections a Specialty. of what we produce.
'ue Block.
method of such conservation is a more
extensive use of ineaible by-product
A ΡΛΒΚ.
feeds for domestic animals,
I Κ BRICK
thereby
directly utilizing them for b tman food
Attorneys at Law,
and at the same tinie setting free more
MAIN·,
sKTHKL,
of iLe eoible products of the soil for.
EUerv C- Park
tdlaon I. Herrlck
man's direct use.
Stock feeding on this basis, however,
requires a much higher degree of skill
and knowledge than
the tradi^^al
methods hitherto practiced. In order
to increase our stock of knowledge upon
14 Main St., Norway, Me.
this subject, the Institute of Animal
%
Nutrition of the Pennsylvania State College with the co-operation of the Bureau
of Animal Industry of the United States
Department of Agriculture, is engaged
in a study of the geueral laws governing
the conversion of feed, and particularly
of by-product feeds, into animal products.
It is seeking to dotermiue the extent of
the necessary losses in the process and
Lead
Ail Kinds of
how these losses may oe reduced to the
lowest possible point.
and Iron.
Obviously, one important factor in tbe
Telephone 194-11.
problem is the efficiency of the animal
as a converter, and for three years experiments have been carried on to deWALDO
J.
termine the relative efficiency of tbe
pure bred as compared with the scrub
steer as a meat producer.
Two animals were used in the experiments. One, a pure bred Aberdeen-AnTemple Street, rear Masonic Block,
gus, was a typical beef animal, while the
Dther was a scrub more or less distinctly
NORWAY.
Telephone Connection.
L»f the dairy type. Beginning when the
animals were about eight months old,
they were under observation for over
two and a half years, during most of
which time they were fed good growing
rations.
During three successive winters, exact
rxperiments, numbering twenty-four in
ill, were made to determine the extent
i)f the losses incurred in converting the
Feed into meat or, in other words tbe
ffficieucy of the animals. Tbe tiret step
in tbe comparison was a determination
i>f tbe digestive capacity, which showed
that the two animals digested their rations to almost exactly the same extent.
In the first two years there was a very
slight apparent advantage on the side of
*
tbe scrub and in the third year on the
tide of the pure bred aoimal, but the
differences were scarcely large enough
South Paris, Maine.
to be significant.
Furthermore, experiments with the respiration calorimeter
ibowed tbat not only did the two steers
digest their feed to the same extent, but
that the percentage of the energy of the
FOR
digested feed which was utilized in the
body, either for purposes of maintenance
Dr for the production of meat and fat,
was substantially the same in the two
animals. In other words, a ρ mnd of
ι» qtitikly itMorbed.
digestible food or a unit of energy sup
t. 11 Runt at One·.
plied in excels of that required to maina*es», sk>othee,
tain the animal was about equally well
;ι·ιι1 protect»
h.i.
utilized by the two animals. In brief,
mem.
ti.i d.tbe conversion of surplus food to
Itiug fr. 'u Catarrh and driven then,
meat and fat was effected with equal
1 ia the Head quickly. Keetores
tbe pureFull size economy by tbe two animals,
s of Taitt and Smell.
bred animal showing no superiority over
DrnggiHta or by mail. Liquid the scrub either in digestive power or in
1 i ll u for use ia atomizers 75 eta.
the utilization of the digested food.
rs, "J! Warren Street. New York.
On the other baud, a very important
difference in favor of the pure bred anit. W,
mal was found in the maintenance requirements. Computed to the same
live weight, the scrub steer required
about 20 per cent more feed for simple
maintenance than did the pure bred auiIn other words, while the scrub
I will furnish DOORS an.I WINDOWS of any mal.
was
able to convert his surplus feed
'ic or Style at reasonable price».
into meat as economically as the pure
bred, be had a smaller surplus remaining out of a given amount of total feed
because he used up more of it for the
If In want of any klml of Finish for Inside oi simple running of the body machinery.
Lum
Pine
orders.
In
send
Outside work,
your
The difference in maintenance require-:r and Shin* lee on hand Choap for Caah.
ment appears to have been due to the
more nervous temperament of the scrub
Work.
Job
and
aud his greater restlessness as compared
with the more phlegmatic temperament
Matched Plae Sheathing for Sale.
of the pure bred animal.
A eignificaiK difference was also found
t:. W.
ία the feeding capacity. The pure bred
animal was able tu consume and utilize
heavier rations than the scrub. The
heavier the ration of an animal, however,
other things being equal, the larger in
the proportion of it which can be used
for productive purposes, since the maintenance requirement remains the same.
Spruce and fir. For sale by
Accordingly, the pure bred animal was
A. KEXNEY,
able to make a more economical use of
South Paris.
his total feed than did the scrub. This
was especially marked in the third year's
experiment when the animals were fattening rather ban growing.
These statements are in apparent oonti'ct with the fact that, as has been frequently observed in such experiments,
the rate of growth of the scrub, as measured by the gain in live weight during
the two and a half years, was fully as
as that of the pure bred and regreat
Κ"θΊ |
U
nne believe their eyeettfht
quited no greater weight of feed to pror tr^OnS while all the time a slight,
λ^3ιΙ V [)0.
The experiment· seem to show
wUu duce it
κ»
».T aoîlceahle strain le ralelUK havoc
that this dista' ViIt nerve. In thue come hea^lacnee. n®r*' quite clearly however,
oetle
•
Prevenuon
so·) other aliment*.
crepancy is due to the fact that a pound
t»; .nan cure. "Let u» do the preventing.
of gain in live weight contained oon
OPTOMETRIST,
siderably more actual food value in the
case of the pure bred animal than in
PARMENTER,
that of the scrub, the difference being
•Norway. .Haine.
largely io the percentage of water. In
other words, the scrub put more water
into his gain than did the pure bred aniΑ. Ο.
mal and consequently was able to make
as large gains in live weight
relatively
Watch15 years expert
from the same food.
maker with
The important difference in the proKennard 4 Co., Boston. portions of the different cuts in the two
effect upon
types of animals and their
the market values of the two animals,
All Work
which were not considered in these ex(luaranteed.
periments, constitute an additional adon the side of the well bred ani-
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Will Do.

WATCHES, CLOCKS I
A young man whose eyes had been
JEWELRY.
opened by a course in Ν. H. Agricultural College went home and begged
With Dr. Parmenter, Norway, Maine.
permission to get into his father's old
orchard. The story of five years is remarkable, but it can be duplicated in
Wood Wanted. thousands
of orchards in Maine.
According to the published statements
Delivered at any station on the
Mr. Hardy's success, it was
Grand Trunk between Berlin and regarding
live years ago that he took charge of an
t>olts.
Portland. Also White Ash
old orchard which contained 550 trees
The orchard had been neglected and
J. M. DAY,
waa overgrown with bushes, while many
Bryant's Pond, Me.
of the trees were infested with the "San
Jose scale." Mr. Hardy thinned the orchard, fertilized and sprayed the trees,
using lime and sulphur, and also spray4ND

Pulp

Cut Flowers, Plants, Ferns,
AT

E.

THE

GREENHOUSE.

PORTER ST.. SOUTH PARIS.

P.

CROCKETT,

FLORIST. I

Eastern Steamship Company.

ed for the coddling moth with the Bordeaux mixture. The first year he
gathered from the 550 trees 450 barrels
of apples. The next year he harvested
600 barrels from 400 trees. In 1907 be
gathered 835 barrels; in 1908, 1150 barrels, and in 1909, 1000 barrels. In 1907
ibe apples were marketed for 13400.
'be next year for #2500, and in 1909 for
making a total receipt in three

«3500,

Feed and Shelter for Cow*.

Now the

April, May and June.

advantage of being appetizing, succulent, and easily digestible. By its use

the cow h?s a food nearly equal to the
pasture grass of summer.
If no silage can be used, some cotton
seed meal, linseed meal, wheat bran, or
shorts, should be fed. But nothing will
take the place of corn silage for closely
imitating the nutritious grass of early
When summer comes,
summer pasture.
give the cow a pleasant stall where she
will not suffer from the heat or be tormented with flies. Imitate June conditions with her for all the year, and she
will become a profitable animal if it is in
her to be one.

Poultry

Producers' Association.

Kor many years the poultry business
in Maine has been a growing one. Many
of the leading poultry producers have
felt that the state should give to it a
larger share of co-operative assistance.
Consultations have been held recently
between those interested in the production of poultry and eggs, and the conclusion has been reached that the greatest benefit can be rendered to the business at the present time through the organization of local Poultry Producers'
Associations. They feel that the time
has come when the utility men, those
interested in the production of better
market poultry and eggs in the state of
Maine, should get together and form
associations. The purpose of the association would be two-fold, first, eduthat the producer would
learn more of the requirements of the
great markets of the country; second,
financial in that he would be better able
to produce, grade and pack his product·
in accordance with these requirements
and as a result net greater returns.

cational

in

τακ KKASON.

Organization

and

co-operation bave

beeu the key-note of success in other
countries. The co-operative societies of

Leave Union Wharf, Bouton,

days at 7 p.
Through

for Portland.

tickets on sale at
railroad etatioue.

week

oost of every ogg

feeding

Freight rate· aa low a· other line·.
J. F, USCOMB, General Agent,
Portland, M·.

or

market. Pur the present it is not intended that the association will act as a
middleman and buv and sell. Its work
will be largely educational.
It would be well at first to establish
several local branches or oo-operative
circles in sections of the country where
poultry keeping is a prominent feature
and later establish a state association.
The expense of membership would be
«mall, and the members of the small
aettociations would belong to the state
issociation.
ΓΗΚ BENEFITS AMD POSSIBLE DEVELOPMENT.

The association would at present

en-

ieavor to keep the buyers in touch with
the members and establish uniform
itandards of dressed poultry and eggsΙα the future immense possibilities lie
killopen, tbe establishment of central
the
ing stations and packing houses,
sutabllsbment of egg circles and the possible building up of large oold storage
bouses, the erection of central batching
incubators
stations where mammoth
would do the hatching of the neighbor·
bood, the oo-operative buying of feed,
ate., etc.
When shall this association be formed?
If you are interested in having one in
write to Leon S.
yoor community kindly
Merrill, Augusta, Maine, or Prof. W. A.
Brown, Orono, Maine, stating that fact
and giving your name and address so
that at the proper time a notice of the
call of tbe meetings may be aent to you.

overfeeding may

yielding only

compel exercise.—Farm Journal.
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dred eyes, he proceeded to
room
His butler, Mallock, too,

Stewari

Edward White

Chapter
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That'll open
been cut already.
your eyes. And, remember, all that has
been done by crude methods. The demand Increases as the country grows
and methods Improve. It would not
surprise me If some day thirty or forty
millions would constitute an average

I has

feJ

the course of the next eight years
Newmark & Orde floated high on
that flood of apparent prosperity
that attends a business well conceived and passably well managed.
The Bootn and Driving company made
mouey, of course, for with the margin
of 50 per cent or thereabouts necessitated by tbe temporary value of the
Improvements good years could hardly
This, It
fall to briug good returns.

will be remembered, was a stock company. With the profits from that busi-

ness the two men embarked on a separate copartnership.
Orde lived at ease in a new bouse
of some size, surrouuded by grounds.
A blooded
He kept two servants.
team of horses drew the successor to
New-mark
the original buckboard.
owned a sail yacht of five or six tons.
In which, quite solitary, he took his

cut"

"Why Is It that no one"—
"Because." Orde cut hlm short, "the
big things are for the fellow who can
see far enough auead.'"
"What kind of a proposition have
you?" asked Taylor after a pause.
"I can get 10.0(3) acres at an average
price of $8 an acre." replied Orde.
"about 400.000.00i) feet in timber."
"That's about 20 cents a thousand."
Orde nodded.
"And of course you couldn't operate
for twenty or thirty years, and thereV

men

Immediately after tbe granting of
the charter to drive the river tbe partners bad offered them au opportunity
of acquiring about 30,000,000 feet of
timber remaining from Morrison &
Daly's original holdings. Orde finally
completed the purchase on long time
Below the booms they erected
notes.
The following winter Orde
a mill.
spent in the woods. By spring he had

Tbe
went Into tbe carrying trade.
most important acquisition was that
of tbe northern peninsula timber.
Most operators called the white pine
along and back from the river inexhaustible. But Orde saw the time not
far distant when the world would be
compelled to look elsewhere for Its
lumber, and he turned his eyes to the
almost unknown north. After a long

Investigation lie purchased ΠΟΟ.ΟΟΟ.ΟΟΟ
feet. This was to be paid for mostly
othby the firm's notes, secured by Its
er property.
To Carroll. Orde was always tne
same bip. hearty, whole souled boy
she had tlrst
learned to love.
She had all his

little fellow, with
more than η
streak of his
mother's charm
and Intuition.
"I want to give
him nil the
chance there Is,"

again."

"W h y d ο n't
you let him con-

Mm continue your
Inurtnamf"

He believed he had found the opportunity. twenty years distant, for which

he hud been looking so long.
Orde and his wife sat together on
the top step. He slipped his arm about
lier. They brent bed deep of the happiTwo shadness that tilled their live·.
owy ligures detined themselves apup the concrete walk.

proaching

"Hello!" called Orde.
"Hello!" a voice responded.
"Taylor and Clara." said Orde to
Carroll, with satisfaction, "Just the
The lawyer
man 1 wanted to see."

and his wife mounted the step·.
Clara Taylor stopped short and conSldered Orde for a moment.
"Let us away." she said seriously to
Carroll. "My prophetic soul telle me
If
they are going to talk business, and
In my
any more business Is talked
Come, Carpresence 1 shall expire.
let's wander down the street and

roll;

Mlua Helnxman."
The two sauntered away.
"Look here, Taylor," broke In Orde
"you told me the other day

see

abruptly;
thousand you
j'ou had fifteen or twenty
wanted to place somewhere."
"Yes." replied Taylor.
"Well, I believe 1 have just the proposition."
"What Is it?"
"California pine," replied Orde.

shelter. We asked why and
food
it was to
were told more than once that
The owners were
save the barn work.
hauling wood or pulp and had turned
the stook out at 7 o'clock. Some one
nor

gave them a little foddering of roughage
nod that was all they would get till the
owner returned from the woods, when
they would be admitted to "clean
«tails." What a price these farmers are
paying to have their chores poorly done I
—Turf, Parm and Home.

"The My thing» are for the fellow who
can set far enough ahead."
your interest on your money and taxes
and the risk of tire and"—
"Of course," agreed Orde Impatiently, "but you're getting your stumpagc
for 20 cents, and in thirty yeurs it

and the chicks

I'm safe for about sixty

venrs

yet."

The eggs of hens that did heavy laying during the winter are not so apt to
be as strongly fertilised, as eggs from
hens that made but a fair showing.—

Parm Journal.

'°Wre driving 150,000,000

at a

proOt

ot about A ceata a
wi
ΚΙΟ,ΟΟΟ—lu ave years »«0.000.
to oleao up *B a thouraniI on
our mill. That's about a hundred thousand on what we've got left."
"And that little barge business nets

iniht

us about twelve or fifteen thousand a

year."

rne

"for

ave

iKaia

—«

auwui

Let's see-thnt's a total of. say,
$600.0(K) In fire years."
"We will have to take up in that
time." said Newmark. "two payments
on timber, the note on the First National, the Commercial note, the liabilities on the Boom company— $300
more.

000 all told."
Correct," said Orde. "Good enough.
1 ought to get along on a margin like

eyed doubtfully.

The results he
Each year he must

Interest the sum of $7.500.
pay
Each year he would have to count on
• proportionate saving of $16,000 toward payment of the notes. In addiIn

tion, he

Chapter
said nothing to Newmark
concerning this purposed new

0KDE
I

2.8

investment.
"It Is /or

Bobby,"

he

himself, "and I waut Bobby and
one

else to run it.

told
no

Joe would want to

take charge naturally."
He walked downtown next morning,
busily formulating hie scheme.
"Joe," said Orde, "just how do we
Btand on that upper

uge?"

peninsula stuinp-

"We've made two payments of $17,000 each and hare still two to make
of the same amount."
"What could we borrow on it?"

"Fifty or seventy-live thousand."
"Joe," said Urde, "1 want to raise
about $75,000 on my share lu this concern."

Newmark said nothing, but for some
His light blue
time thought busily.
eyes narrowed to a slit.
"I'll have to figure ou It awhile,"
said he at last aud turned back to his
mail. AJ1 day be worked bard. At β
o'clock he walked to his home. Here
he turned iuto a study, quietly and
richly furnished ten years in advance
of the taste then prevalent in Monrovia, where be sank Into a deep cushioned chair and lit the much chewed
cigar. He looked with approval on

"Laugh all you please," rejoined
and
Orde. "but I tell you Michigan
or
Wisconsin pine Is doomed. Twenty
now there won't be
from
thirty years

must live.
But Orde was fond of risks.
Never mind. It's for Bobby," said
he to himself. "And maybe the rate
of Interest will go down, and I'll be
able to borrow on the California tract

If anything does go wrong."
He stepped across the ball into Taylor's oflîce.
"Frank," began Orde immediately.
"I came to see you about that California timber matter. Now. what 1 want
is this"— He proceeded to outline care-

the agreement between himself
and Newmark. while the lawyer took

fully

occasionally Interjected

notes and

said the latter when the
details had been mastered. "Ill draw
the necessary no*es and papers."
went on Orde. producing the

"Now,"

bundle of papers from his pocket,
"here's the abstract of title. I wish
one.
you'd look It over. It's a long

1 can
but not complicated, as near as
make out Trace seems to have acquired this tract mostly from the original homesteaders and the like, who.
the
of course, take title direct from
1 want you to look it

government.
over,

shape.

to be

sure

ther than the ofYou
fice door.
see, this is for
Bobby.and noth-

ing spoils

α

as a
what do you think of Indiana

/•Vom Mwsc he flçurcd all the evening.

sooner than to imthe thing's
all cut and dried
for him, and noth-

prints and etchings, the bronzed student's lamp on the square table desk

aud the rugs on the polished floor.
"Mr. .Newmark, sir," came a reapectful voice, "it la Just short of 7."

"Very well," replied Newmark.
New mark yawned, tfirew aside the

Z9

NKWMARK

marched precisely
down the street to Heinzman's
otlice. He found the little GerNewmark demanded
man in.
a private interview and without preliminary plunged Into the business that
had brought him.
"Heinzman," said he abruptly, "my
partner wants to raise $75,000 for his
personal use. I have agreed to get him
that mouey from the Arm."
"Proceed." said Heinzman shrewdly.
"As security in case he cannot pay
the notes the firm will have to give he

has signed an agreement to turn over
to me his undivided one-half interest
in our enterprise."
"Veil? You vant to borrow dot money of me?" asked Heinzman. "I could
not raise it."
"I know that perfectly well." replied
Newmark coolly. "You are going to
have difficulty meeting your July notes
it is."
Heinzman hardly seemed to breathe,
but red blazed in bis eye.
"I intend." went ou Newmark. "to
furnish this money myself. It must,
however, seem to be loaned by anothI want you to leud this money on
er.
as

mortgage."

"What for?" asked Heinzman.
"For a oue-tenth of Orde's share in
case he does not meet those notes."
"But he vill meet the notes," objected Heinzman. "You are a prosperous
I know somethings of your
concern.
business also."
"He thinks be will," rejoined New"I will merely point
mart grimly.
out U you that his entire Income Is
from the firm and that from this Income he must save twenty odd thousand a year."
"If the firm has hard luck"— said
Heinzman.

"Exactly," finished Newmark.
"Vy ya# come to me?" demanded
Heinzman at length.
"Well. I'm offering you a chance to
get even with Orde. I don't imagine
you love blm."

"Vat's de matter mit my gettln' efen
Heinzman.
too?" cried
with
you.
"Ain't you beat me out at Lansing?"
Newmark smiled coldly under his
clipped mustache.
"I'm offering you the chance of making anywhere from thirty to fifty thousand dollars."

"Perhaps. And suppose this llddle
scheme don't work out"
"And." pursued Newmark calmly,
"I'll carry you over In your present
obligations." He suddenly hit the arm
of his chair with his clinched fist.
"Heinzman. If you don't make those
July payments what's to become of
you? Where's your timber and your
mills and your new house and that

pretty daughter

of

"How doe» Orde Λ
Son sound to youT"

little, the old

man

will

"

worse came to

mark.

"Veil, maybe." laughed Helnzman
uneasily. "It looks to me like a winner."
"All

right. then." said Newmark
briskly. "I'll make ont a mortgage at

10 per cent for you, and you'll lend the
money on It. At the proper time. If
things happen that way, you will foreclose. That's all you have to do with
Then when the tlmberland comes
It.
to you under foreclosure you will reconvey nil undivided nine-tenths Interest—for proper considéra Hon. of course,
and without recording the deed."
Helnzman

laughed

with

assumed

lightness.
"Suppose I fool you." said he.
guess I Joost keep It for mlneself."
Newmark looked at lilrn coldly.

"1

"I wouldn't." he advised. "You may
remember the member from Lapeer
county In that charter light and the
.5500 for his vote. Try it on and see
how much evidence I can bring up.
It's called bribery In this state and
means

penitentiary usually."

"You don't take a Joke." complained
Helnzman.
New rim rk arose.
"It's understood, then?" he asked.
"How so I know you play fair?"
asked the German.
It's a case where we
"You dou't.
have to depend more or less on each
other. But 1 don't see what you stand
to lose, and anyway you'll get carried
over those July payments," Newmark
Helnzman was plainly uneasy.
"If you reduce the firm's protite he
les going to suspect," he admonished"Who said anything about reducing
the firm's profits?" said Newmark Impatiently. "If it doee work out that
way we'll win a big thing. If It does

we'll lose nothing."
He nodded to Helnzman and left the
office. As he entered the office of his
own firm his eye fell on Orde's bulky
form. He paused involuntarily, and a
not

shiver shook his frame—the
Instinctive repulsion of a cat
for a large, robustious dog. Controlling
himself, he stepped forward.
"I've made the loan," he announced.
"The banks wouldn't touch northern
peninsula, so 1 bad to go to private

slight

whole amount
know
us

he

ever,

opposed

from Helnzman,"
he

was

money."

friendly

"Business Is business," replied Newmark.
From the moment Orde completed
the secret pnrchase of the California
tlmberlanda from Trace he became an
unwitting participant in one of the
strangest duels known to business histhe
tory. Newmark opposed to him all
subtleties, all the rosea and expedients
Orde,
to which his position lent itself.
sublimely unconscious, deployed the
magnificent resources of strength, en-

organization and eombative spirit
that animated his pioneer's soul.
Newmark worked under this disadvantage: He had carefully to avoid the
in
slightest apjjenrance of an attitude

ergy,

Imlcal to the firm's very best

prosperi-

a

ob-

sentimental

stinacy. It was Bobby's, and be objected to incumbering it.

Affairs stood thus in the autumn before tiie year the notes would come
lue.
Navigation remained open Into
No severe storms had
NovemlXT.
swept the lakes. The barge and her

two tows bad made one more trip
than had been thought possible.
The weather continued so mild that
Orde decided that they take on a load
for Jones & Mabley of Chicago.
"Did Intend to ship by rail." said
he. "They're all "uppers,* so it would
But we can save all
pay all right.
kinds of money by water, and they
ought to skip over there In twelve to

fifteen hours."
Orde departed for the woods to start
the cutting as soon as the first belated
enow should fall.
To Newmark. sitting at his desk

after Orde's departure, reported Cap
tain Floyd of the steam barge North
Star.
"AH louded by noon, sir," he said.
Newmark looked up In surprise
"Well, why do you tell me?" he in-

quired.

"I want your orders."

"My orders?

Why?"

time of year." explained Captain Floyd, "and the storm
signal's up. All the signs are right for
a blow."
Newmark whirled In his chair.
"Are you afraid?" he sneered.
Captain Floyd's countenance burned
"This Is a

bad

dark red.
"I only want your orders," was all
thought we might wait to
he said.
see."
"Then go," snapped Newmark. "You
heard Mr. Orde's orders to sail as soon

a

as

you were loaded."

Captain Floyd went out.
Newmark arose and looked

out

of

From the government's
the window.
flagpole he caught the dash of red
from the lazily floating signal. lie
was little weatherwlse, and he shook
his head skeptically. Nevertheless 11
was a chance, and be took It, as be had
taken a great many others.

iTO

BE

of 8queers Died of ■
Broken Heart.
The grossest Injury which Dickens
was
ever Inflicted on a fellow being
Lis too accurate portrait of au innocent man In his Squeors. That York
ehire schoolmasters were, as a rule.
?ruel and wicked enough it Is true, but

particular schoolmaster who
recognized and who recognized
the

was

him-

self as the original Squeers seems to
have been an exception to the rule.
It will be pome inhered that Dickens

uud his illustrator traveled together
to the north of England for the pur"Nick·
pose of collecting material for

leby"

and

especially

Dotbe-

boys espUode. At Great Bridge they
visited a boarding school known as
Bowes academy. The master, William
Shaw, received the strangers with

hauteur and did not as much as
withdraw his eyes from the operation
of penmaklng during the Interview.
Phiz sketched him in the act; DickThe personal
ens described the act
pecularities of William Shaw were
recognized in Squeers. Shaw became
α butt of popular ridicule, lost his pupils and Anally died of a broken heart
Yet there is abundant evidence to
prove that he was a really excellent
and kind hearted man, who was made
to suffer for the misdeeds of his neighsome

bors.—Exchange.

WIDTH OF A RIVER.
to Measure It Without th· Use
of Instruments.
of
It Is accessary to make use only
to
the eyes and the brim of a hat
measure the width of any ordinary
stream or even of a good sized river,

A

Way

and here is the way to do it:
Select α part of the river bank where
the grounds run back level behind
water's edge,
yoa and, standing at the

fix your eyes on the opposite bank.
Now move your hat down over your
brow until the edge of the brim is
line
exactly on a line with the wafer
This will give you
on the other side.
used ou
a visual uugle that may be
as has been
any level surface, and If.
suggested, the ground ou your side ot
the river be Hat you may "lay off" a
corresponding distance on It. To do
this you have only to hold your head
perfectly steady, after getting the an
gle with your hat brim, supporting
if necesyour chin with your hand
sary and turn slowly around until your
Now, take
back is toward the river
carefpi note of where your mit brim

cuts the level surfuce of the ground
as you look over the latter, and from
where you stand to that point will be
the width of the river, a distance thai
may readily be measured by stepping.
Lf you are careful In all these details you can come within a few feet
of the river's width.

Embarrassing.

Taw, I want to know what you
think the fourth dimeuslon is."
"It's a figure of speech. Tommy, em-

to express the idea of the size
to which a man feels himself shrinking
when the pastor of bis church happens
to catch him la the act of making a
quick Mldestep Into a saloon."—Chicago

ployed

Tribune.

Little Elinor Cray lived tu α big city,
but ber grand mother lived lu a bin
bouse iii tbe country. Elinor and her
nurse, Norab, were going to visit her
and had to take a long ride In the
railway train and another ride in a

that grandmother seut to
them, so tt was almost du:k
when tbey drove up to the door.
Elinor's grandmother bad two beautiful dogs— Hruno, a big collie, and
And
Bounder, a little fox terrier

carriage
meet

when they saw the little girl jump <>ut
of the carriage they barked and barked
because bey were so glad to see tier
And tbey «aid to themselves l! tSink
they said to themselves»: "We will let

bave a Rood -sleep tonight, tor she
be very tired, and It is nearly
durk. But tomorrow, bright and early,
we will ask ber to come foi a rouip
with us in the garden and show lier
how much easier it is to live in the
country than in the city, where little
her

must

to walk so quietly aloi ;; ttie
>ng
and do^s have to be ι<·ι!
the sidewalks and cannot froiu- on the
soft green grass."
Elinor was very sleepy nttei her
long ri<le In the train, and so. aft··: she

girls have
streets

had had her suppet
told her she might «ο to i,
get a good sleep and that Nut e V rub
would call her at 7 o'clock In ι·<· room..

ing

what do you think happe- niv
Bruno and Bounder noun <>\v
got into the house before 7 o'elo· k that
morning and came leaping up "In·
>r's
stairs and went straight to I'.l
door. Elinor was a very souiiii >. ·ι»··γ
· did
and did not hear them at rtrst
But soon Bout tie· l><
not wake up.
But

Why.

·:·>
gat) to scratch at the door w i'l<
little sharp claws and to make om-er
Bruno's
and
little whiuey sounds,
bushy tail went rap. rap. nip. on
Then Elinor wol;e up
the door too.
and listened a moment, and then >>ie
It'*
said: "Oh. I know what it is:
those darling dogs!" And she Jumped
out of bed and opened the door, and
there, sure enough, was Bounder d i*hIng right into the room, barking "Gooii
Good morning!" ami i»ig
morning!
Bruno looking at Elinor as if saying:
"Good morning! Dldu't you hear us?

It's time to get up!"
Elinor said: "Oh, you beauties! \es.
And I'll get dressed rlKht
I know!

away!"

But what do you think happened
then? Why. Bruno and Bounder didn't
give her lime even to call Nurse Noi.
You see. Bruno anu
and get dressed.
Bounder «lid not often have so nice a

little visitor, and they were ready to
begin play that very iitinuie. BoiituVr
was jumping up and down and ;tl
over the room and sit last spied Elilit
nor's slippers on the tloof and a

liis sharp lit
up one of them between
tie teeth and ran round and round hi
Bruno eha^ed
But
with it.
room
Bouuder all round the room trying to
make him drop the slipper, while Minor stood still ami laughed and hiug.i

ed and laughed.
But Just then Nurse Norah came
rushing in from the next room. :::! "p
what was the matter, and in a initiate
the naughty Bounder was made to
give up Elinor's slipper, and Bruno
chased bim all tbe way out of tue
bouse.-St. Nicholas.

An Incident In the Career of Holbein.

Îh· Original

for the

What Happened
At Grandma s.

SAVED BY Trie KINli.

CONTINU».]

AN INNOCENT VICTIM.

reminded him.

didn't

worst, he could always

mortgage the California timber for
enough to make up the difference, and
more.
Against this expedient, how-

yours?"

ty. it the smallest Incident should bring
you?'
Sou sound
I clearly liefure Orde that Newmark
Hmw.
several
nodded
Taylor
might huve an interest In reducing
"I believe you're on the right track.
! profite be would koow the logic of the
to

What Orde regarded as petty annoyances had made the problem <rf paying for the California timber a matter
of great difficulty. A pressure whose
points of support he could not place
was closing on him.
Against this
pressure be exerted himself. The margin of safety was not as broad as he
But in any rase. If
had reckoned.

Heinzman winced visibly.
"I vill get an extension of time," said
he feebly.
"Will you?" countermarked New-

"1

fine
take him out and show him the
to him: There,
aud
say
pine
sugar
big
aud
my boy: there's your opportunity,
earned It. How does Orde &

you've

The end of the fourth year found
Newmark puzzled. Orde bad paid regularly the Interest on his notes. How
mucb he had been able to save toward
Ibe redemption of the notes themselves
his partner was unable to decide.

Chapter

enough to lend

be a lumberman by practical experience, and that practical experience
he'll get with other people. No workcan tell
ing for his dad in Bobby's, I
Then, when he's worked Into
you.
a

Newmark found himself struggling against a force greater than he
bad imagined It to be.

Newmark announced.

Bobb.V's go-

the losses of the year be-

recouping

the

ing keeps him
going like the
thought that he's
got to rustle his
own
opportuni-

tatter's devious ways. For this reason
Newmark did not dare make bad sales,
awkward transaction». The profits of
the first year were not quite up to the
hut they sufficed.
usual standard,
New mark's fiuesse cut In two the
Amii'8 Income of the second year. Orde
reused himself. With his old time energy be hurried the woods work until
an especially big cut gave promise of
fore.

"Don't care wbo deals it out." laughed Orde.
"Thayer backed out, so finally I got

agine

the harness

sary.

individuals."

man

possible. He's
going to learn to

to keep up appearances. Nevertheless
decided retrenchment would be neces-

everything's ship- dainty,

"One other thing," concluded Orde.
no far"I waut this investment to get

ing to ha\e the
best education

pine for sale."
"Noneense!" objected Taylor. "You're
talking wild."
"All right," said Orde quietly. "Well,

a

question.
"All right"

ties.

any white

And all the
"There used to be.
southern Michigan farm belt was timbered, and areund here. We have oui
are no
stumps to show for It, but there
evidence· at all farther south. Του
take yojtf map and see bow much ares

said Orde.

part,"

pour

that."
He set to figuring.

Taylor laughed.

vigorous.—Parm prairie."

your share worth above $^w.·
000, and $400.000 Is a high valuation
of our property."
Λ_
"That looks more than decent
enee

should be worth a dollar and a half.''
"Of course it's none of my business
At the present time sugar pine such what you Intend to do with this,
as Orde described would cost $3.50
went on Newmark, "but unless you re
to $4.
sure you can meet these notes 1 should
Taylor relapsed into thought
strongly advise against it.'
"Look hero, Orde." he broke out
"For how long a time could 1 get
this?" asked Orde at length.
finally, "how old are you?"
•I couldn't promise It for longer than
"Thirty-eight. Why?"
"How much timber have you in Ave years," replied Newmark.
"That would make about $15.000
Michigan ?"
"About 10,000.000 that we've picked year and Interest
Well. 1 don't see
up on the river since the Daly purwhy 1 can't carry that easily on our
chase and 300.000,000 in the northern present showing and prospects.
^
"If nothing untoward happens, inpeninsula."
"Which will take you twenty years sisted Newmark.
to cut and make you a million dollars.
"It's not much risk." said Orde hopeThen why this investment thirty years fully.
"There's rothlug surer than
ahead?"
lumber. What do our « arnlngs figure
"It's for Bobby," explained Orde sim-

thirty years It ought to pay big
small Investment made now."

Γ
good field for timber Investment
"Indiana!" cried Taylor, amazed.
it's a
"Why, there's no timber there;

Newmark. "you are practically
mortgaging your Interest In the Boom
That would
company for $75.000.
make, on the usual basis of a morton

"California pine," repeated Taylor.
really surprising how rellgioaaly "California's a long way off, and there
the dark walnut bookcaaes, the framed
tbe
in
some people leave their stock
la no market. Is there?"
baroyard to get fall of ocone these bitsuccinctOrde
"It's cheap," replied
In driving through the
ter cold days.
"I don't say It will be good for
best sections of Pranklin County recent- ly.
of
returns, but In twenty or
out
turned
Immediate
cattle
galore
ly we saw
on a
doors in bitter cold weather with neither

me,

said Orde.
f>
"From another point of view, went

ness."
Orde's brow puckered.
"I know a man. Bobby is going to
work. A mnn is not a success In life
unless he does something, and Bobby
Is going to be a success. Why. Taylor." he chuckled, "the little rascal
fills the wood box, for a cent a time,
and that's all the pocket money he
gets. He's saving now to buy a thousand dollar boat. I've agreed to pool
in half. At his present rate of income

Orde explained
"A
to Carroll.
boy ο u ρ h t to
Rtart where his
father left off
and not have to
do the same
thing all over

misunderstand

don't

myself."
"Certainly."

ply. "A man likes to have his son
continue on in his business. 1 can't do
It would
it here, but there 1 can.
take fifty years to cut that pine, and
that will give Bobby a steady income
and a steady business."
"Bobby will be well enough off anyway. He won't have to go into busi-

confidence.
had
Bobby
turned out a
sturdy. honeet

on

"This Is your
said Newmark dryly.
own affair, and 1 do not urge It on you
If we raise as much as $75.000 on that
upper peninsula stumpage It will be
all It can stand, for next year we must
make a third payment on It. If you
take that money it Is of course proper
that you pay the Interest on It. And
If there's any possibility of the 'or®*
closure of the mortgage It Is only right
that you run all the risk of loss—not

deed they were.

bauked about 6,000,000 feet.
At tbe end of the fifth year the opportunity came to get possession of
two lake schooners. Orde at once suggested the contract for a steam barge.
Towing was then In its Infancy. Orde
thought that a steam barge could be
built powerful enough not only to car
ry Its own hold and deck loads, but to
tow after It tbe two schooners. Newmark agreed with him. Thus tbe firm

may advance $75,000 on a
our northern peninsula
For that, of course, we wlM
elve the firm's note with interest at 10
per cent. I will turn this over to you.
"That's"— began Orde.
"Hold on," Interrupted Newmark.
•As collateral security you will deposit for me your stock In the Boom
If you
;ompany. indorsed to blank.
do not pay the full amount of the
firm's note to Thayer, then the stock
will be turned In to me."
"I see." said Orde.
thinks he

mortgage
stumpage.

As Orde walked home that evening
after a hot day hie mind was lull ot
speculation as to the immediate future.
He had a local reputation for wealth
and no one knew better than himself
how important it is for a man in debt

wore

the swallowtail, but Its buttons were
of gilt.
Newmark seated himself In a leather
upholstered mahogany chair before a
me
small round mahogany table,
room was Illuminated only by four
wax candles with red shades.
He ate deliberately and with enjoyment the meal, exquisitely prepared
and exquisitely presented to him. Alterward he returned to the study for b e
He opened a drawer In his
coffee.
desk, extracting therefrom some bank
books and small personal
books, from these he figured all the
evening. When he had finished h\a
cold eye exhibited a gleam of satisfaction. He had resolved on a course
of action.
"Orde," said Newmark next morning as the former entered the office. "I
think 1 can arrange this matter."
Orde drew up a chair.
"1 talked last evening with a man
from Detroit named Thayer, who

"Now.

Both were considered
of substance and property, as In-

only pleasure.

It is

produced.· Improper Journal.
be the cause

half of what it
It will be found that the surest
as nearly
course of feeding is to follow
of nature, and
as possible along the Uoe
this means variety in anoh a way as to

of a flock

principal should.

his bedroom across the hall. He bathed to the adjoining bathroom, shaved
carefully between the two wax lights
which were his whim and dressed In
what were then known as swallowtail clothes.
Then, with all the dehunliberation of one under flre of

By

tinue your business?" smiled Carroll.
the
"By the time Bobby's grown up this
and
Ireland,
Sweden
Denmark,
egg
circles of Australia and Poultry Pro- business will all be closed out," reducers' Union of Eastern Canada have plied Orde seriously.
demonstrated this.
Three years after the conversation
In the past the poultrymen of Maine last mentioned, which would have
have bad no organization to assist the made
Bobby just eight. Orde came
producer to grow a better artiole, to home ou a summer eveuing. his face
assist him to co-operate with hia neighwith satisfaction.
bor, and to help both to find the best alight

91.OO.
years of over $8000.
»Ut.r*«nu ft.OU.
Pruning, fertilization and spraying
Turbine Steel Steamer CAMDEN and will work a miracle anywhere.
Steel Steamer GOVERNOR DINQLIY
▲s a rule, eggs from two-year-old hens
lw»ve Franklin W harf, Portland, weeki
if
Any system of feeding is expensivethe give better satisfaction at this time of
daje at 7 p. si., for Boaton.
the bens do not lay, and the greater
the year than when from younger stock,
number of noo-produoera the greater the
Hetumlns
are more
Fir at (law Far·

cigar, of which be had smoked but an
Inch. aDd passed from hie study Into

reasons

fur this are that during these months
the weather is mild so that the cows are
comfortable during the entire day; there
are no dies to bother them; and the
green grass of the pastures is abundant,
succulent, and supplies all the essential
elements in good proportions for making
milk. To these might be added that
•iuring the early pasturing season there
is usually an abundance of pure, cool
water in the pastures so that the cows
can drink their fill whenever they wish.
The water they And in the pastures in
spring is almost always clear and neither
t"o warm nor too cold.
The good dairy cow Isa more tender
animal than most any other farm animal.
She is reasonably well protected by a
coat of hair, but she oarrles no fat during the milk producing period for keeping off the cold. A beef animal carries
heavy layers of fat under the skin, hence
it can stand the cold. Th" dairy cow
would suffer in an open shed on a cold
night where a beef steer or a horse in
good flesh would be comfortable.
The dairy cow that is expected to give
the heaviest flow of milk must be provided with a warm and dry stall in cold
weather. In fact ber living quarters
must be much warmer than horse stablee or poultry houses. There must be
good ventilation of the cow stable, but
the lower walls must be tight, and doors
and windows must flt so that no cold
air will blow in and fall upon the animals while they are lying down which
they do a large part of the time when
The day and night temperanot eating.
tureof the cow stable should be about
like the temperature of a mild April day,
a temperature in which no chill is felt.
If the stall is so cold that the cow becomes chilled a part of the feed she consumes will go to keep up her normal
temperature and she will give less milk.
Keeping the dairy cow in a warm
stall, with plenty of fresh air to breathe
is simply providing her with summer
The more nearly
living conditions.
complete summer conditions can be provided for the cow the better she will
perform at the pall and the more net
profit can be made in keeping her.
This includes feeding as well as housing.
In most cases in winter cows are fed on
one or two kinds of dry feeds, which
are neither palatable nor oontain enough
elements in right proportions for producing a large flow of milk. A cow cannot give much milk on corn fodder and
timothy hay. She will eat the corn with
too poor in protein
a relish, but corn is
to make a balanced ration.
Winter feeds for the cow should consist of cluver, alfalfa, cowpea hay, and
corn silage for roughage and tben corn
or at
may be fed for the grain ration,
least a part of it, the protein being furnished bv the leguminous bays. The
silage is rich in food values and has the
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The Riverman

A number of thing· are essential in
the handling of dairy cows to make
them yield the greatest quantity of milk
for the longest period. Among these
things ere the feed and shelter. All
who have kept cows know that they
give the most and best milk wben ou
spring and early summer pasture in central latitudes during the months of

A

Democrat.

Oxford

The

the Painter.
Tliere happened an affair In Knglaud
whicb might have been fatal t<> Holbein If the king had nut piuteeted him
On the report of his eharai ier ·ι nobleman of the lirsi quality wanted one
day to see him when he was drawing
η figure after the life. Holbein in mi·
tlie
ewer beeped his lordship to defer

honor of his visit to another day.
whicb the nobleman too!, for an aflie broke ο|μ·ιι the door and
front.
very rudely went upstairs. Holbein,
bearing the noise, left his chamber
and. meet I ug the lord ai Ills door, ft II
Into a violent passion and pushed him
backward from the top of the stairs to

the bottom

Considering, however, immediately
what he had done, be escapKi from
the tumult he had raised and made the
best of his way to the king. The nobleman. much hurt, though uot so
much as he pretended, was there soon

after him. and upon opening his grievask
ance the king ordered Llolbeiu to
pardon for his offense. But this only
irritated the nobleman the more, who
would not be sa lis tied with less thau
his life, upon which the king sternly

replied:
"My lord, you have not

now to do
with Uolbein. bur with me. Whatever
puulshuieni you may contrive by way
of revenge against him shall assuredly
be Inflicted upon yourself, ltemember,
whenever I
pray, my lord, that I can
.*»
please make seven lords of seven pio
men. but I cannot make one llolbciu
even of seven lords."—"Life of Llol-

beln."
Game of Card Receiver.
Δ group of boys and girls sit lu a
One end Is called the
semicircle
Head, the ofber the Foot. The person at the head holds a card receiver
full of paper slips, supposed to be vlscards. Ou these slips are writ-

itiug

the names of well kuown persons.
The nest one of the conipauy recites:
"Oh, prithee tell us. Mr. (or Mrs.) Gray.
What noble guests have called today?'
The bead persou selects a slip and
from bis knowledge of the name written

there be must give a full description. and the questioner must try to
give the uame of the distinguished
ten

visitor. If be fails, be must go to the
If he guesses, tbe head muu
foot
Then he takes the
goes to the foot.
card receiver, and bis neighbor puts
tbe same question to blm, and so on
The Seventh Son.
"Yes," said the despoudent man. "I
was a seventh son."
"And didn't It bring you luck?"

asked the superstitious one.
"Well, If being obliged to wear the
castoff clothes of six other brothers Is
luck It did," replied the despondent

man.—Philadelphia Record.

The Dear Friends.
Miss Thin—Don't you thluk my new
dress la Just exquisite? Fannie—Oh,
of
lovelyl 1 think that dressmaker
look
yours could make a clothes prop

graceful.

Hi· Chance.
Little Boy—I want a dose of castot

kind
oil. Druggist—Do you want the
tc
you can't taste? Little Boy (anxious
get even)—No, sir; It's for mother.
Silence is one of tbe hardest arguments to refute.—Billings.
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Tkhmb —$1.34) a year If paid strictly In advance.
>therwl<*«· t.'.OO a year. .Single copies 4 cents.

Αι>ν:.κπβ>.χκχτβ:—All legal advertisements
iw given three connective Insertion» (or #1.30
per Inch lit length of column. Special contracts
made with local, transient and yearly advertisers.

Job Printing —Sew type, fast presses, electric
p >wer, experienced workmen and low prices
combine to make this department of our busld sa complete and popular.

«nt.LK COPIES.

S'ngle Copie* or the Democrat are four cents
They will l>e mailed on receipt of price by
the publishers or for the convenience of patrons
jlu.:le copies of each Issue have been placed on
safc at the following places In the County
shurtletT's Drug Store.
South I'arls,
Ν -rwiiy,
Soyes' Drug Store.
Stone's Drug Store.
Κ ickle'd.
Alfred Cole, Postmaster.
Mrs. Harlow. Poet Office
Ρ rU Hill,
Samuel Γ. White.
Paris.
ea<

Freeman Saunders, a nsw blacksmith
from New Hampshire, has leased Leslie
Jewell's shop and moved his family into
Mrs. Stowe's house. Mr. Saunders is a
practical iron worker and machinist and
is prepared to do all kinds of shoeing
and repair work.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles L. Case of New
York arrived at Long Look Farm Saturday and will remain here for a few days.
Mrs. Mattie Mitchell, who is to run
the White Mountain View House the
coming summer, was in town a day or
two last week.
Quite a delegation of Paris Hill people attended the drama, "Oak Farm,"
given by the Universalis Good Cheer
Society at South Paris Friday evening.
The warm, bright days of the past
week have takeu the suow very fast.
The tields begin to look quite bare.
Loren B. Merrill is visiting relatives in
Boston for a few days.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Case con-

template

Coming Evente.

Paris HUI.

Klret Baptist Church, He v. G. W. F. HUI, pu
tor.
Preaching every Sunday at 10 .*49 A. H
Sunday School at 12. Sabbath evening service
at 7:3b.
Prayer Meeting Thuradav evening al
7 30.
Covenant Meeting the Jut rrlday before
All
the let Sunday of the month at 3 JO p. M.
not otherwise connected are cordially Invited.

a

European trip the coming

and their residence in
April 5.—Oxford Pomona Grange, South Parts. lage is advertised to let in
column.
NSW Λ DV KKTISEMKNTS.
Miss Julia Brinckle went to
for a visit of a week or
Monday
Spring Suits.
Ka>-ter.
Oreeowood.
Cotton.
summer

1 Kale l7nbleac«ed
Flee if it Kalis.
D ulchess Fire insurance Co.
People'·» Water Company.
Have Your lives.
Notice of Bankruptcy.
Notice.
Kor Kent.
Kor Sj le.

this vilanother

Portland
more.

looked upon death, the detime being William Day,
obituary sketch has already been
given. Were well acquainted with nearly
the whole Day family forty years ago,
worked for four of them on their farms
or
railroads, and were with William
when we lost our hand car by being run
Wilbur L. Farrar.
ltWlW with sorrow. thou2h not w.th into, an account of which was giveu
severai years ago.
Our caller Saturday was Mr. Foster
of Bryant's Pond, who was on his way
Ile has
home from a business trip.
Fairar some weeks since was attacked traveled somewhat, having gone west
«π·, itila....n.»fi»n of the heart, and as far as Washington, which, by the way,
k* kad been fairly comfortable was about as far as he could go in that
was well pleased
,,ait ? f the t'tne since, it seemed evulent direction by land, and
with the country. Mr. Foster mentioned
toth-^e having the best opportutu y
| one
fact, which everyone knows or ought
inat he was
The end caM qo»· suddenly while he | to know, that when that territory became a state it should have been called
was eating his dinner on Monday,
vir K^rrar was burn in 1 <»ris peo. -·*.
Lafayette, since we had one Washington,
D. C., already. Let us hope the next
»< » -·>» w. m4 :
μ.
ar
When a young man he went in stare admitted into the Union will be
for that brave and good Frenchnamed
I manufacturing picture
h'l„„
we
..
η
,, 11.11. and later turn.» » man; since, had it not been for him,
might to-day be without any United
S'ates of America, and still the subjects
of John Bull.
That was quite a snow storm and
thunder shower Monday morning, althrough the town meeting materialized
all the same, although rather thin; nor
did it hinder Mrs. A. S. Brooks and her
little girl from visiting at the Bennett
and quite place, but it was a little too rough for
been
active iu the party, was appmted post- your correspondent to get out, and
therefore has not learned all the doings
«
of the meeting. One thing they voted
ne
four years' term. Soon after warn *
established a grocery «Ww m wb.ch he to do was to build a new school house
in district No. 8, otherwise called the
continued for a number of years, sell
The one now in use
Bryant district.
U
a Democrat. has done service for at least 75 years,
W1
elected sheriff of Oxford County., having served its day and generation
h·' appointed Mr. Farrar deputy, well with a few repairs.
Our mail Tuesday consisted of the
Democrat, two copies of the Watchman,
Mr Mclntire s term from
t
latter i| a letter from D 0. Davis, Osakis, Minn
I in I
11M)T, auil when, at the latter
accompanied by two booklets, eutitled
Uate Hiram R. Hubbard, a Republican
The St. Cloud Colony, Seminole Land
became sheriff, he reappo.n ed
and Investment Co., VVashington, D. C.
Far.ar to the same pos.tion and
Mr. Davis writes his health is good,
;» .inr·us? the two years of Mr. uunnaru β
with but little
term as sheriff. It was during this the winter has been tine
fever
time on the night of the 'i^th of May, suow, but he has the St. Cloud
and would migrate thither at once were
that Mr. Farrar was
he not in some way handicapped so as to
But
make such a move impracticable.
he already owns land there, and may
yet become a citizen of that place.
Wheu the ti«h peddlers turn up at the
he luccseded, with aid from one of the |
rate of two a day it is natural to infer
ao« mniu I they are getting pretty plentiful, and
that is what they have been doing reAnd now just see what a change
hetlnMi
^ cently.
bias taken place along that line during
the past half century or a little more.
on the Newfoundland
Banks in
s.
e
including unite » lut ul lan,I, and tVhen cod
1^36,
fishing, tbe captain would
iute the heu.e. Lut■
no haddock dressed unless of the
hnilt ou one of his house lots on
I illow
double tenement house, largest size, on account of their inferior
a
juality and low price, in consequence of
which was occupied about the
which thousands were thrown overNow they are on the
board and wasted.
was a past grand in Mt
Mica Lodge of Odd Fellows, a member maket in common with cod and pollock,
of Mt Pleasant Rebekah Lodge, and a jell for the same price, nor is it an easy
matter to tell the difference after being
Pans Lodge ol!
had been interested in the l η versai isi jookod. Bow constant is change, to be
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South Paris from the start
au,l was one of the trustees of the parish
«the tin,, of hi. death. H. -»<·<·
menial disposition, and had a
number of personal friends than it is
|
lot of most men to have.
.I.
L.zz-e
married
hrst
Farrar
Mr.
ι.
,bie daughter of the late J. F. Doble
of So'ith Paris. They had two sons om,
of whom died in
t·

h

arc h

at

'nfW; JhJ

g·» WM?rFarlarn0jTa

number of
ago, and he married Mrs.
lltiwker, daughter of S. Ο Dorr of MexiHe lamrvivw
co, who survives him.
by two bnithers, Frank A. Farrar of
years
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A Correction from

Mr.

mi.

I«t«-|

Brown.

E'lit"r Druutcrat.
I see by the Democrat, in the report of
our town meeting Monday, you charge
me with say ing, South Pari» was a bog.
This is an error and I ask you to frankly
correct it. What I did say was that
"Cit'z*»i»" in the Democrat claimed that
towns were now the unite of power, aud
South Paris was tbe hub. I know I am
to be sharp pointed, but I concede to
all the right to act as they feel is just
and proper, aud I hurl no slanderous inand
vectives against the respectable
honorable citizens of South Paris, yet I
do but feel it an oppressive outrage,
uu.ler the circumstances, to preai such
funds
enormous
expense of public
upon the rural parts of this town. It is
but the ally in spirit of tbe extravagance
and fanciful expenditure of moneys to
satisfy largely tbe greed for wealth and
power so oppressive to the more humble
in the walks of life, largely in want or
distress, and too much like the trusts,
only iu a less degree, and is infuriating
men iu order to eo live as high and grand
as the richest, falsely causing the lamentable forfeiture of noble trust, making Socialists and Auarchists, and the
even distribution of wealth, which can
but in the end drench this fair land in
rivers of blood. Indeed, I tremble for
my country when I consider that God is
ju ;t. aud that his justice cannot sleep
forever.
This is only the beginning with South
Paris village. Twenty thousand dollars
will not reach their craving and expensive appetite, and it should be moderated. Pause, friends of South Paris, and
H. G. Brows.
consider.

(The Democrat's apologies to Mr.
Brown for raisreporting him
entirely
without intention—a misunderstanding
due to the distance of th * reporter from
Mr. Brown, more or less laughter and
confusion in the hall, and the somewhat
difficult conditions under which a report
must be

tion.)

prepared

for immediate

pnblica-

Card of Thanks.
We wish to extend our sincere thanks
to the many who have given us tbeir aid
and sympathy during our trouble and
bereavement.
Μ κ> W. L. Farkab.
Μ κ Guy Fakkar.
Mk. and Mrs. Chablks Thaykb.
Mb and M us. Waltkb Fabbab.
·
Mb. Eiukne Dobb.
Mb. and Mbs. S. O. Dobb.
There will be a special train for tbe
Norway Kebekahs to attend the district
meeting at Mechanic Falls Wednesday
of this week. Fare for tbe round trip
00 cent·. Train leaves about 0£O.

A very pleasant family party was entertained by Mr. and Mre. Joseph H.
Dunham Tuesday, March 8, at their
home on Church Street, the occasion
being the 80th birthday of Mr. Dunham.
There were present Mr. and Mrs. Samoa!
Dunham, Mr. and Mrs. W. W. Dunham,
Mrs. John Reed and Mrs. James Rowell
of this place, Mr. and Mrs. Horatio
Chandler and daughters of Sumner, Fred
Dunham and Miss Ora Bonney of North
Paris. It was a notable gathering on account of the ages of the brothers and
sisters present. The ages of the Dunham family are as follows: Mrs. John
Reed, 84; S. W. Dunham, 82; J. H. Dunham, 80; Mrs. Horatio Chandler, 72; W.
W. Dunham, 67; Mrs. James Rowell, 05,
making an aggregate of 450 years.
The Dunham brothers are
especially
well preserved and have all been able to
accumulate a comfortable competency,
which with their good wives they are
comfortable
in
their
now enjuylng
homes, it being particularly pleasant
that with the exception of Mrs. Chandler
they all live in this village. The elegant
dinner prepared by Mrs. J. H. Dunham
added much to the enjoyment of the occasion. It is the custom of the Dunham
family to hold these pleasant birthday
gatherings. May many more come to
each of them.
The sum of 12500 was appropriated at
the town meeting Monday toward building an annex on the school bouse in this
village and buying land to enlarge the
play grounds. It is a much needed improvement as the school house is crowded.
Wirt S. McKenney has returned to
Burdett Business College, Boston, to
finish his course.
Merton Hammond recently spent a few
days in Boston.
Miss Linnie Marshall entertained the
ladies' whist club at the home of Mrs.
Emma W. Mann on Tuesday afternoon.
Mrs. E. C. Andrews of Bryant Pond is
the guest of her daughter, Mrs. L. M.
Mann.
Walter E. Rlcker was in Auburn a few

last week.
Rev. A. T. McWhorter of South Paris
will give his lecture "From the Pine
Tree State to the Land of the Shamrock"
in the Methodist church Tuesday evening, March 22d. His lecture has been
given in South Paris and Norway,
so
has proved
and
very popular,
much so that he has been asked to repeat it. Every one in West Paris will
Mr. McWhorter is very
want to hear it.
bright and witty, and interests both old
and young. Music by local talent. Admission, adults 15cents; children 10.
Rev. I. S. Macduff went to Bethel Friday night to attend the prize speaking
contest at Gould Academy.
Two of Oscar Kimball's children are
reported as very ill.
Mrs. L. M. Irish and little daughter
and
relatives
Elizabeth are visiting
friends in Massachusetts.
Mrs. P. S. Farnum has returned from
market with a nice line of stylish millinery and will be glad to serve her customers with the same courtesy as in the

days

past.

W. Mann attended the
in Boston last week.
The L. S. C. of the Baptist Society will
«erve a fish chowder and pastry supper
at Centennial Hall on St. Patrick's eve.
Free entertainment in the evening.
The Good Will Society met with Mrs.
L. M. Mann Wednesday.
The public wliiet party at Centennial
Flail Thursday evening was well attended.
Mrs. Ellsworth Curtis has a new piano.
Mrs. Shurtleff of Lewiston has been a
recent guest at J. R. Tucker's.
Mr. and Mrs. Ellsworth Cnrtis are
visiting Mrs. Curtis' parents at Dickvale.
The infant son of Mr. and Mrs. Geo.
Buck died Friday afternoon after an illness of eleven days from pneumonia.
The family have the sympathy of the
ι
community. The funeral was held from
the Universalist church Sunday afternoon at 2 o'clock, the pastor officiating.
A large audience was present to see
the drama, "Gyp, the Heiress," which
was played in
Dunham's Hall Friday
evening. This is a strung play and each
part showed much careful rehearsing.
The specialties between the acts were
Mrs.

Emma

millinery openings

especially good.

Mr. and Mrs. Judson Fifield of Auburn
guests at D. B. Fifield's over Sun-

were

day.
a

Miss Jennie Mann of Norway has been
visitor at her uncle's, L. M. Mann's, re-

cently.

Earl Adams of Portland has been in
town a few days.
Several people from Bryant Pond,
Sumner and other places were here to
attend the drama and dance Friday

night.

Mrs. Sara Ε Curtis has returned home
Last fall Mr. Hadley Moved into the after several weeks' absence in Portland.
Vlaxtield house with his family, in view
Bryant's Pond.
it working in the Albany woods during
George G. Judkins and family bave
In the family of seven
the winter.
children was one boy with heart disease; moved from the Gallieon house at North
few weeks ago he grew worse and Woodstock to Rumford Falls.
Lion Cole, who is now occupying the
lied Monday. Funeral Thursday afterDavis house in Sygotch, will move to
noon, conducted by Frank Andrews of
South Woodstock; divine services by the GalUson house.
Mrs. Sumner Sessions lias taken a part
The reRev. Seth Benson, West Paris.
of the rents over E. Andrews' etore, and
mains were buried in Peru Friday.
will keep transients and boarders.
Fred Proctor of Sait Woodstock was
Denmark.
Mr. I. H. B«rry still remains very sick. in the village early Wednesday morning
Mr. Cbae. E. Cobb has purcbaHed the in pursuit of two traiups who had robbed
Martlett House and will open the same his logging camp, and Friday, Mr. Cole,
Mrs Bartlett is to return to Port- our mail carrier, was mourning over the
toon.
loss of two pigs, stolen Thursday night.
laud for the present.
Mrs. Ângelice Berry is quite poorly
The baae ball club dance which was
her
held in Odd Fellows' Hall March 4th, again. Mrs. Lucy DeShon is doing
work.
was not largely attended.
the
council
Carl Dudley attended
in
Kev. Mr. Sweet of Brownficld
mre.

spake

of the Univewaliet church, and

the choir of the church eang soroe
Γ
ν ft,.v
the regular service,

West ParΙι.

at Norway Friday evening.
the Congregational church here last Sun- meeting
lav.
Locke's Mills.
Deumark Lodge, No 30, I. O. 0. F.,
In Locke's Mills, March
6th, Mrs.
jonferred the degrees upon a candidate
A. Bryant, aged 09 years, 1 month
ruesday evening, after which an oyster Lydia
and 2 days. Mrs. Bryant was born in
supper was served.
A new valuation of the town is to be Norway and was the daughter of Ira and
Irene (Knight) Ilobbs. She was married
bad in 1010.
to Geo. C. Bryant, eon of Deacon AbraBrow η field.
ham Bryant of Bird Hill, Bethel, by
The ladies of the Uni versai ist Circle whom two children were born, one dying
furnished dinner March 7th for those in infancy, the other, Mrs. Lola M. Foswho attended the town meeting. Twen- ter with whom she has always lived.
She has been an invalid for 17 years and
ty cents was charged for the dinner.
much of the time a great sufferer. She
Quite a good sum was the outcome.
The funeral of Mr. Bradford Cole leaves one daughter, one brother, 0. F.
March 2d was held at the Universalist Hobbs of Gorbam, Ν. H., and one sister,
church. Kev. Mr. Smith conducted the Mrs. L. C. Trask, of Locke's Mills. The
Interment at Pine Grove funeral was on Tuesday at 1 o'clock, at
iervices.
her late home, attended by Rev. J. H.
I'emetery.
Charles Lane is quite sick with pneu- Little of Bethel, who spoke in his usual
The floral tributes were very
manner.
monia.
pretty. The remains were placed in
North Parle.
the receiving tomb.
Hon. Jesse F. Libby of Gorbam, Ν. H.,
Mr. Parker returned home last week
leaving Mrs. Parker with her daughter, was in town Thursday. We hear he will
rent his house to Herbert Mason.
Mrs. Trask.
Mrs. Helen Bryant attended the meetMrs. McAlister is quite eick with the
ing of Pythian Sisters at Bryant Pond
grippe at this writing.
All of John Koss''family were sick Thursday.
Addison Bryant and Mrs. Ruth Bryant
ugain last week except Mrs. Ross, who
of Milton were in town Tuesday to atwas caretaker for the rest.
C. B. Stevens' son Charles has been tend the funeral of Mrs. Lydia Bryant.
Lola Foster was quite sick with the
quite sick.
grippe Friday and Saturday.

Harry Hazel ton visited at M. S. Bubier's Sunday, Feb. 27.
Mrs. M. A. Denham visited her daughter, Mrs. M. S- Bubier, over Sunday.
Born, Feb. 20, to the wife of R. B.
Severs,

a

daughter.

Mrs. Diantha Fuller is quite sick at
this writing.
West Paris Grange has accepted the
invitation of Paris Grange to meet with
them Saturday, March 19.
Mr. and Mrs. A. D. Littlehale spent
the week end with their daughter, Mrs.
Howard Swan, in the King District.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. E. Field spent a very
juj iyable day with M.~. and Mrs. A. E.
Marshall of West Paris March 4th.
Miss Etta Hollie slipped in the school
irard a short time ago and hurt her quite
iadly. She is on the gain now.
Miss Blanche Haskell was called to
ier home in Harrison by sickness in the
'amily. Ida Field of Norway taught her
in the Tuell District
in her
1 tchoul
1 kbsence.
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Dunham of West
Paris are visiting at M. D. Foes'.

East Sumner.
with us with its sunshine,
again dispelling the recent disagreeable
fog and cheering the hearts of all who
love sunshine rather than cloudy, misty

March is

weather. Of course the winds may blow
and threaten to cast shadows of dark
clouds, yet the sun will continue to
shine, and soon the buds of promise and
hope will open, and the sweet melody of
the birds will cheer the heart.

Crows

only

are

already here looking (or

Oxford.
Backfleld.
ψ m held Monday,
town
Boaton
The
to
meeting
Record
went
R.
L.
Mr·.
a
Monday the town meeting wu quite
March 7th. Beeldes officers reported
harmonious affair, bntfew of the articles "Tuesday to viait her aister, Mm. Bates.
choaeo:
Q. B. Spaulding spent a few days in etaewhere, the following were
lo the warrant provoking any dlscusalon.
of School· -Ç. B. Holden.
thia
week.
Boston
AasoSuperintendent
Bethel
Library
The ladle» of the
Con· tablée —Oxford, J. W. Chad bourne;
Mr. W. C. Spaulding and Mrs. Louiae
clatlon fnrnUhed the usual town meetWelch ville, J. W. Hunting.
returned to their home in
well
w*s
Officer·—J. W. Chad bourne and J. V.
which
Spaulding
Truant
patronised,
dinner,
ing
χ
Hunting.
Caribou, Me., Tuesday.
ISO being the sum realized.
Miss Lena Ingeraoll baa been quite ill
Mr. W. W. Hasting·, who has previousAppropriations:
throat Common school·
22
ly been a generous benefactor of our for two weeks with the grippe and
17800

Tht

Bethel.

Textbooks,
7o0 00
library, presented the trustees wltb trouble.
Insurance, etc.
C. V. Allen baa been confined to the Repaire.
WOO
$20.00, which was added to the
High school
1
illneaa.
for
a
few
houae
Is
99
whlob
of
daya by
>929
poor,
Support
making $50 00 for the library,
00
800
The annual town meeting waa held Salaries of town officers
very much appreciated.
92
8,e99
Summer
roads,
The
houae.
town
the
at
Mar.
00
800
the
to
7,
bas
Monday,
Mr. Clinton Barker
gone
Winter roads
800 00
were apuf
amoanta
money
fond,
following
Contingent
Soldlera' Home at Torus.
60 00
Memorial Day
00 00
Thursday evening the gentlemen oi propriated :
Freeland Holmes Llbraty,
00
·
600
a
served
Common
school*,
52955
school
scholars,
the Congregational society
sup800 00 Transporting high
00 00
Repairs and Insurance of school homes,
lot
town
Muoh
ball.
In
Fencing
the
church
dining
per
00
400
Text books
State rosd
interest had been manifested in this 1 ntereet of school fund bond,
250 00
MO oo New road machine,
event whloh promised to be the affair of Superintendent of cchools
To exterminate brown-tall and gypsy
00
100
the seaeon. At 6:15 supper was anmotli,
i®»
nounced and the tables were all filled, 8now bills
Siiaa Wright, who is ill at Mr. Dud155
55
«"w
Town acoounte,
and more waiting for a "second tab e.
ley's, Is reported as comfortable.
52
The menu was most tempting—Clam Cuttingofbushes,
Mra. Evia Haskell, wife of Dr. W. B.
00
»m
stste roads
Repair
00
*00
ia suffering from a broken leg,
Haskell,
chowder, cold meats, salads, rolls, Zadoc Long Library,
00
HUh school
the result of an overturned aleigh near
cakes, doughnuts and pies with deeeert State
2^00
road,.
between Oxford
of fruit, cocoa and coffee. About one
the railroad
Memorial Day
·£ 00 and Norway. croaaing
™
hundred and fifty took supper and the Grading Buck
Hill,..
800 00
Mra. Julia Buzzeil of Auburn, who
gentlemen deserved muoh credit and l'ermanent eld 3walk
received many compliments. The K. O.
P. L WarreD & Co. have purchased was so badly burned on Friday morning,
K. A. assisted in serving and also held a the I. W. Shaw Co. hardware bnainess, is doing as well aa can be expected consocial after supper with home made and took posaeaaion Monday, March 14. sidering the serious burns received.
Her condition is still very critical.
candy for sale. It was a most pleasant
North Buckfleld.
event and brought successful financial
There was a literary and musical enreturns.
Helen Heald baa been unable to attend tertainment at the Congregational church
Roy, son of Mr. Guy Thurston, started school for a few days.
Monday evening with readinga by Mr.
for Utah Thursday with his uncle, Y. A.
A very interesting Grange meeting Whedon, under the auspices of the
Thurston, of Andover, who has gone to waa held March 5th. The first and sec- Cungregationalist Ladies' Aid.
visit bis sister who resides there.
ond degrees were conferred on a class of
Friday evening the citizens of our five.
Bast Brownfleld.
to
their
P. C. Heald liaa sold the Charles
loyalty
village again showed
A. F. Johnson has been eerving as
Gould Academy by filling Odeon Hall to Tucker stand to Mr. Morrill.
listen to the prize speaking. The folMrs. Frank Turner and daughter Ada juryman at Paris.
Walter Boynton is quite ill with rheulowing programme was interesting to of South Paris spent Saturday and Sunmatic fever.
all:
day at her father's, C. B. Keene's.
Mrs. Bradley Allen has been a recent
MUalC.
Merle Sturtevant was confined to the
Invocation.
house by nicknees a few daya last week. guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. D.
piano Solo—Polka de Concert,
Harry Heath and wife of Franklin, N. Fessenden.
Elsie Marlon Hall.
In the Express-Advertiser it is noticed
have boen visiting his sister, Mrs. I.
Jaraee G. Blaine H.,
Death of GarOeld,
that J. W. Wentworîb, when filling the
D. Fuller.
Sylvanu· Herbert Browne.
The 4th of March ball was well attend- office of first selectman is a Democrat,
Laddie,
Mildred Angler Brown.
while as town agent he is a Republican.
ed and a Sûô «.'iSv snjoyed.
Wendell Phillips
The Eloquence of O'Connell,
The aap season has begun. W. H. Versatility is a great talent.
Lnclon Llttlebale.
The Congregational Circle and W. C.
Vocal Duet—The Oars are Splashing Lightly,
Tucker has 300 trees tapped.
Mine Agnes and Mr. Charles Hutchlne.
T. U. were entertained by Mrs. Eben
Cherokee Roses,
West Bethel.
Rounds last week.
Bertha Myrtle Thurston.
"Come, eprlng-tlme, come!
John Mol'en Thurston
A Plea for Cuba,
Robert Baker Thurston
Nymph of the open liand, give forth thy treas.
Hebron.
H. C. Bunner
The Nine Cent|Ulrla,
ores;
Winter's cold gloom hath chlll'd the hearts of
Eleanor Hazel Batchelder.
and Frank Whiting of Auburn
Bert
some;
Duet—Summer
Fancies.
Vocal
visited their sister, Mrs. L. L. Phillips,
Thy brighter pleasures
Misses Martin and Hutchlns.
Shall cheer the drooping soul, and charm with
Bight of the Filipinos to Independence,
one day recently.
fairy mensuresl
George F. Hoar
Miss Edelle Cushman in spending a
Gard Wilson Twaddle.
Come, spring-time, come!
week in Lewiston at her uncle's, Hartley
Why Sheffer Did Not Play,
ambassadress),
with
floral
train
come
Summer's
;
Methel Dora Packard.
Gather thy beauteous hosts with beetle drum ; Cushroan's.
Piano Duet,
Dock once again
Mr. and Mrs. Loren Merrill of Parle
Misses Bosserman and Swan.
The flowery mead and vale, the hedgerow and were in town one
Award of Prizes.
day recently.
the plain!"
Vivian Bearce was in Portland on
Judges:
St. Patrick's Day next Thursday.
Geo. F. Rich, Eau., Berlin, N. U.
business Wednesday.
Rev Isabella S. HaedufT, West Paris.
The street lamps are again in use.
Mr. Richard E. Gay, Casco.
Addison S. Bean and wife are nicely
The Paris Town Meeting.
While they all did credit to themselves sestled in their new home in the "Beethe judges awarded the prizes to Eleanor hive."
For the benefit of those who last week
Ilazei Batchelder and Sylvanus Herbert
Mrs. Walter Bartlett recently visited received the "first edition" of the DemoBrowne. Judge Rich was very happy in her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Mills.
crat, we make a brief summary of the
his remarks when awarding the prizee,
Only one week more of winter, and business of the afternoon session of the
and gave all credit of doing well their the air already feels quite springlike.
Paris town meeting.
The fourth of March ball in Bell's
part.
The noteworthy contest of the day
Hall was well attended, many coming was over the queetion of the sewer in
West Sumner.
from other towns.
South Paris village, which came on imMrs. Clara Clark, widow of the late
Miss Gwendolyn Stearns of Grover mediately after the recess for dinner,
Geo. Clark, who has been very low Hill visited her friend, Mrs. O'Reilly, and was discussed at some length.
spirited since the death of her husband, last week.
The test vote came on a motion to pass
lias so far recovered her former health
Mrs. W. D. Mills recently visited her over the article. The house beiDg pullaud spirits as to go to spend a week son Ilarry and family in Gorham, Ν. H.
ed, the motion to pass over was lost by a
with her niece, Mrs. Fred Chandler.
Spring can never begin until the sun vote of 161 to 231.
Wallace Chandler is taking a vacation crosses over the line, let the weather be
A motion was then made to raise the
and has closed his work shop. Mr. what it may.
sum of $3500 for a public sewer in South
Chandler is somewhat out of health and
Nahum M. Scribner and wife of Al- Paris, to be assessed 1700 per year for
the doctor has prescribed a rest.
bany visited Edwin J.'Bell and family five years. This motion went through
MisR Inez Dean has gone to Portland on the 4tb, and attended the ball.
without division.
to visit her aunt and uncle, Mr. and Mrs.
JobnT. Lowis of Albany was in town
There was some discussion and differBarrows.
Herbert
last Thursday peddling goods.
ence of opinion regarding the fee whiob
Mrs. Hattie Jacobs of North Hartford
The birch hauled to the mill of the should be oharged
for entering the
was in town Saturday.
Merrill, Springer Co. in this village is sewer, but it was finally fixed at a miniMrs. E. G. Doble has been having a now being hauled by teams to their mum of 125.00 for a
single house, and
severe cold and has been a shut in for larger mill near Bethel Hill.
I 110.00 additional for each additional
some time.
Thirty-five men, women, boys and tenement.
J. P. Skillings and Wm. Foley of girls are now employed in the Whitten
The next article, causing the second
Bethel were in town Sunday.
& Dennison wholesale post card house most Important discussion of the day,
Jefferson Andrews, who has been fail- and printing rooms, and it is nothing related to the purchase of a stone crushunusual for them to have a million cards er and road roller. A motion to puring, died Saturday night.
There was a dance here Wednesday in stock.
chase brought out considerable discusnight. A lunch of cake and hot coffee
sion. On a viva voce vote the volume of
East Bethel.
was served, and all report a good lime.
sound was so largely against the motion
Altha Mason of Paris, who has been
Students are all at home from Gould that no one doubted its defeat.
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Frank Young, has Academy for a two weeks' vacation.
Without discussion, except an inquiry
returned home.
Mr. F. B. Howe was a guest at Charles as to whether the sum was sufficient, it
Miss Ida Record and Mr. Hayford of Kimball's, South Paris, last week.
was unanimously voted to appropriate
Brettun's Mills are the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. Walter Bartlett is a guest at H. $2500 to build an addition on the West
Mrs. H. B. Maxim.
E. Bartlelt's.
Paris school house and to purchase land
Mrs. Emily Young, who has been
Miss Ella Farwell has gone to West for that purpose and for enlargement of
working for Mrs. Frank Lovering of Bethel to work in the post card rooma the grounds.
Paris, has returned home. Mrs. Young of Whitten & Dennison.
It was voted to introduce music in the
is unable to work as she has a bad cold
M ss Elsie Bartlett is visiting her sis- schools.
which has brought on eczema.
ter, Mrs. Herbert Lyon of Rumford.
Although there was some opposition,
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Robbins gave a
Mr. Urban Bartlett is entertaining his a vote was passed to abate the taxes on
the
occasion
party Wednesday afternoon,
friend, Mr. Morrill, of Gould Academy the West Paris Grange Hall for a term
being the 16th birthday of their daugh- Dormitory.
of ten years.
The time was very pleaster Beulah.
Mrs. C. M. Kimball visited her daughFavorable action was taken on some
with
vocal
and
in
Mrs.
F.
A.
Frost
and
antly passed
storytelling,
ter,
minor matters, and a number of articles
Gorham,
instrumental music. Miss Myrtle Rowe other relatives in Berlin, X. H, the past in the warrant were
passed over, and the
sang several songs. Cake ana ice cream week.
meeting adjourned at 3:37.
was nerved.
Miss Beulah received a
G.
and
F.
Rich
son
of
Robert
Judge
The amounts to be assessed this year
number of pretty presents. Your cor- Berlin, Ν. Η
were guests of Mr. and as
compared with last year are given berespondent was favored with an invita- Mrs. A. M. Bean last Saturday and Sun- low. The table published last week,
tion. Among those from out of town day.
while it had the correct footings, conwho were present were Mr. aod Mrs.
George Hastings is loading a car of tained two misplaced figures. The inof
Woodstock.
hemlock bark at Locke's Mills.
Lyman Beck
crease in assessment indicates a tax rate
Mr. and Mrs. Arthur Bessey of Bryant
Farmers are selling potatoes at thirty of 20 to 20 1-2 mills, as against 18 mills
Pond spent Saturday with Mrs. Bessey's cents per bushel—quite encouraging.
last year.
parents, Deacon and Mrs. Moses Dow.
mo.
inoo.
Everett Robbins has gone to North
North Waterford.
state tax
$4,465 93 $7,437 11
Woodstock to help his brother haul
At 1:40 Friday p. m. occurred the
2,302 66 2,302 «1
County tix
wood.
death of Mrs. Priscilla Elliott, widow of Common schools
5,000 00 3,500 00
rrantt j. Drown imjiuk urawn on tue
School
1,800 00 1.800 00
the late iliram Elliott. She had been in High
500 00
500 00
School books
jury left for South Parle last week.
poor health for a longtime, keeping» School repairs
700 00
750 00
Fred Dunham and hie packers put up trained nurse a
850 00
oo
850
great deal, but had con- School house Insurance, etc
42 barrels of Ben Davis apples at D. D. stant care
00 1,400 00
Poor and Insane
2,000
one
the
last
by
twenty-seven
00
00
bills
1,500
Snow
2,000
Small's last week.
weeks she lived. She was a member of ltoails ami
4,( 00 00 3,500 00
bridges
Mrs. Holmee of Portland, who has the
200 00
200 00
from which Kennctt umler.iraln
church,
Congregational
been boarding here for her health, has
600 oo
185 50
I'ermanoot road
place the funeral was held Tuusday at Interest
300 00
325 00
on funds
returned home. She made a rapid gain 10 Λ. m.
Rev. W. B. Hague, assisted by Town officers
00 1,800 00
1,800
in tiesh while she was here.
Rev. Q. W. Sias, preached the sermon Miscellaneous account
1,000 00 1,500 00
Town meeting was held here March 7. and
'200 00
Road machine house and land..
spoke words of highest praise, Fire
'250 00
The largest vote polled in some years which she well
escapes
deserved. The Rebekahs, Sueclal
500 00
In
1908
voted
highway,
was recorded.
Rain accompanied by
of which she was a member, attended in Hamlin memorial, Aug., 1900
2$0 00
thunder and lightning during the fore- a
100 00
The floral offerings were very Underdraln near Chaa. Penley's
body.
700 00
Your corSouth Paris sewer,
noon had no doterrent effect.
beautiful. She was laid at rest iu the W. Paris school
00
house addition,
2,500
an
reardent
suffragist
respondent being
here.
00
400
of
school superintendent,
cemetery
Salary
ceived an invitation to be present, but
Winfred Knight attended the automo09
77
had not the courage to be the only bile show at
$31,789
$28,129
Portland.

£30.00,

sa'ass·----.-

£0

........

................

..

woman.

Mrs. Carrie Giles was visited by her
sons, John and Mell Sampson, of Norway, Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Hazelton visited
his parents in Albany Sunday.
Miss Beverage of Norway visited her
friend, Hattio Knight, a few days. Miss
Knight is now visiting in Norway.
Goorgo Farnum, who recently visitpd
in Boston, is at work for W. H. Kilgore.
Mrs. George Brownell is on the gain.
Mr. and Mrs. Ε. H. Nason attended
Pomona at West Paris.

Simeon Jordan lost a horse Thursday.
His son Ernest was driving the span
hitched to a sled load of logs. The s led
slued and struck one of the horse'e legs,
breaking it instantly. The animal was
killed.
The ladies of Wm, A. Barrows Corps,
No. 79, are preparing for their annual
apron sale to be held March 23d. DinThere will be a brief free
ner 10 cents.
entertainment.
Mr. and Mrs. Hiram Howe left for
Rumford Friday to visit friends and
relatives.
Fletcher Parlin and daughter Margery
and son Robert of South Paris were the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. D. D. Small

Star Course at

Norway.

The committee for the Star Coarse of
entertainments especially solicit the
patronage of the public for their last two
entertainments. There has been much
expended in giving this course but we
feel as though everyone who can will
make an effort to show by attendance
that first class entertainments are ap-

preciated here.

This Tuesday night

$3.00.
Noyes' Special Derbys,
$2.26.
Soft Hats,
Bedford Derbys,
60c to $2.
$2.00.

Stearns' Orchestra.

There were no speoial decorations in
the hall. There were separate tables for
food, ioe cream, candy, aprons, handkerchiefs, fancy and miscellaneous, and a
mystery booth. Space wiU not permit
of detailed mention of the articles for

Spring Styles, 1910,
Now Ready.

sale.

Thursday and Friday evenings the
(brec-act drama "Oak Farm" was played
in New Hall to two good houses. Com-

the play ranges from the "pretty
of the proverbial faint praise to
the euthusiastio declaration of one miss
of tender years wbo says it was better
ment on

good"

It makes no difference, if you intend to buy a hat now, cr
NEW ONES.
later, or not at all, we want to show you OUR
Also the

than Jefferson in Rip Van Wiokle that

she saw in Portland. Most of the adults
in the cast are of considerable experience
in amateur theatricals, and doubtless no
one's feelings will be hurt if special mention is made only of Master Ralph Andrews, wbo as the male juvenile of the
piece had quite an important part, and
did it as to the manner born, adding
much to the enjoyment of the audience.
Music was by Steams' Orchestra both

New

are

J

HATS

Bal«old
It.

Notice.
OP

CO.,

NOB^AY.

SOUTH PARIS.

Barking, Hacking, Kuplng Cough

TOWN

Caps

NOYES

H.

F.

from all departments were only a
little below $300, and the net proceeds
will be quite a handsome figure.

ceipts

at

PARI8.

breeder of a dog more than
four month· old, shall annually, before the first
day of April, cause lttobe registered, numbered,
described and licensed for one year. In the office
of the town clerk. In the town where the dog
is kept, and shall keep around Its neck a collar
distinctly marked with the owner's name and
Its registered number.
Whoever kee?·· a dog
contrary to the foregoing provision shall forfeit ten dollars, one-half of which shall go to
any complainant and one-half to the treasury
of the town, and all dogs not licensed according
to law shall forthwith be killed.
WILLIAM J. WHEELER, Town Clerk.
11-13
Paris, March 14,1910.
Every

in

things.

There was a good patronage throughout. While financially the returns will
not equal the
large figures of some
previous years, nevertheless the total re-

uulckly

Spring Styles

receiving shipments every day of new spring
RAIN COAT, TOP
goods. If it be a NEW SUIT,
COAT OR FURNISHINGS we can show you the new
We

evenings.

can be broken up
by Allen'· Lung
sam. Tht* old, reliable remedy hu been
for over 40 year·. Aik your drugglrt about

Stetson Hats,
$5.00.

Lamson & Hubbard,

through the afternoons of Wednesday
and Thursday and the evening of Wednesday, was held in Good Cheer Hall.
Wednesday evening there was music by

owner or

greatly reduced prices

to close out

the Fall and Winter Millinery.
Also a complete line of Ladies' and
Children's Winter Underwear and

Hosiery.

MISS

PARKER'S
HAIR BALSAM

Clean»· and beautifies the hair.
Promote» a laxuxiaat growth.
Never Valla to Be· tore Ο ray I
Hair to It· Youthful Color.
Cant pcalp dinaae* * hair ftllLu.
SOe,and >l.uu at Prunrlet*

WHEELER,

M.

S.

Millinery and Fancy Goods,

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

FOR SALE.
SEED

POTATOES.

YOU WILL FIND Δ GOOD LINE OF

Good, selected, World's Fair and Carman po-

tatoes from the crop that took the first-prize In
the 1909 contest for largest number or good,
merchantable potatoes raised on a single acre
In the town of Paris.
These potatoes were
thoroughly sprayed. They are good and strong,
white, mealy, fine flavored and free from rust,
rot or blight.
Price seventy-five cents per bushel, cash with
the order. Delivered free at South Pari·.
Address, A. L. ABBOTT,
lltf
I'Ong l.ouk Farm, Paris, Me.

HARNESS, ROBES
AND BLANKETS,

TRUNKS and BAGS

For Rent.

AT

Furnished House on Paris Hill for the coming
summer. Ten rooms and two bath rooms, hot
and cold water, hard wood floors throughout,
Second story piazza,
open lires and furnace.
line views. Table board may be obtained within
short
distance.
Qolf
and tennis near.
very
This bouse was formerly known as the Forbes
place and has been entirely remo leled.
Address, CH A RLES F. CASE.
M Williams St., New York.
Or Wastkb L. Ghat, feouth Pa is, Me.
lltf

REASONABLE

W. 0.
SOUTH

PRICES

AT

Frothingham's,

MAINE.

PARIS,

SPRING SUITS.
Every day brings its addition to our fine assortment of New Spring
All
Suits. Already 100 suits are being shown from our racks.
the new shades and materials in a large variety of
styles can be seen here, and at such reasonable
prices that will surprise you.
Ladies' $12.50 Suits.

Ladies' $10.00 Suits.
SELF STRIPED WORST Κ L) in oavy,
smoke, blnck and catawba, 33 inch. *emlfitted coat with good quality lining,
pnckcts and hleeves trimmed nitli tabs
nid button*, skirt with panel front with
section pleating at knees only f 10 00.

JUNIOR'S

SUITS,

|

Ladies' $16.50 Suits.

STRIPED WORSTED in grren. sm ke,
STORM SEROE in smoke and reseda
the new 32 ii h
green, serai-fitted style tbat is becoming mouse, navy and black,
to everyone, lined with silk Venetian, semi-fhted stylo, lined with tine quality
strapped cuff* and pockets, mannish satin, turned back cuffs and f* at-y
notched collar; skirt with cluster of pockets, section pleated skirt, a very
tractive suit for |16 50.
pleats at seams only f12 50.

SIZES 14. 15, 16, 17, 18.

Suits for Stout Women.

SEROE in black, navy, smoke nod
SUITS OF STRIPED WORSTED in
SUITS OF Trt'lLI.ED WORSTED in
blue and smoke, the desired length coat navy, green and smoke, 32 inch, mannish green, 34 inch coat lined with i-tin,
with silver grey satin lined, fancy collar three button coat with satin lining, satin guaranteed to wear for two sea· αι.
trimmed with moiru silk braid and but- faccd lapels, fancy shaped pocket; skirt trimmed with soutache and button*: 11
ait
tons, fancy shape pockets, 'J gortd skirt with panel front and side pleating, an gored pleated skirt, this worsted
for $10 50.
with pleating at each scam, a pretty suit exclusive style for $11.50.
for «10 00.

Ladies' $20 00 Suits.

Ladies' $18 00 Suits,

Ladies' $25.00 Suits.

AND
CADET
NEW
MUSTARD
FINE SERGE in navy and reseda, cut
IMPORTED FRENCH SERGE, colors,
lined with shades in twilled worsteds, with eitri
black, uavy and smoke, stylish length in the desired length, some
the lapels extend quality satin lined, the desired three butcoat, with extra fine quality satin lined, silk, others with satin,
ton style with graceful lines, deep Is eii
Inpels, sleeves trimmed in military effect nearly to waiet line, trimmrd with moire of
silk moire with soutache and butt a·,
with silk braid; 13 gored skirt with silk, soutache and buttons; fancy pleated
re.
n.
cluster pleating, a very taking suit for skirt with buttons, splendid value $20.00. pockets and cuffs piped with

Exceptional value, $25 00.

«13.00.

Capes which are a great favorite for this Spring's wear and evening
We can show you now a few desirable styles
are fast arriving.
and colors for $7.50, $8.00 and $4.98. Ladies', Misses and Children's
Coats are filling our racks every day.

one

of the beat concerts ever given in Norway will be presented by the Boston
Carnival Company. In addition to the
musical numbers, Mrs. Charlotte Adams
Hiram.
Dunne will again appear. The same
On Mareh 3d, Mr. Aea B. Kimball
low price of admission will be granted
died in East Hiram of heart disease,
all teaohers and scholars'In Norway and
Saturday.
aged 59 years. He was one of our most South Paris.
Miss Emily Tuell, who has been spend- industrious, worthy, and respected citiing a few days with relatives in Bethel, zens. He leaves a widow, two bons and
a
has returned home.
daughter, two sisters, and one
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. A. Chandler are at- brother, and
numerous
friends and
at
Pomona
Peru.
kindred.
His funeral was attended
Grange
tending
Mr. and Mrs. Horatio Chandler and on Sunday afternoon by Rev. Willard
their daughters, Mrs. Horace Barrows H. Palmer of Wilton, a former pasand Mrs. Rodney Chandler, went to West tor of the Congregational church of
Paris Tuesday to attend a birthday party Hiram, of which the deceased had long
given in honor of the 80th birthday of been a faithful member. A large number of members of Hiram Lodge, Knights
Joseph Dunham.
Elias Johnson has begun sawing in his of Pythias, and of Pequawket Lodge, I.
mill. Mr. Brown of Buckfleld and W. 0. 0. F., of Brownfleld, attended and
E. Lothrop are working for him.
served as escort, with Mr. Henry W.
The dinner served by the Baptist Cir- Merrill as marshal.
Mr. Eugene F.
was well patronized. Stanley of Porter was the undertaker
cle Wednesday
from
of
those
out
town
and fnneral director.
Among
present
were: Mr. and Mrs. America Andrews,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Libby of
North Paris; Mr. and Mrs. Frank Garrett South Portland attended the funeral of
and daughter, Florence Handy, of New their cousin.
Mr. Samuel W. demons, a graduate
Vineyard, and Freeman Maxim, formerly
of the University of Maine, returned
of this place, now of Bowdoinbam.
from Hopedale, Mass., to visit his father,
Eli demons, and left Monday for SyraMason.
N. Y., to All a position as draughtsBorn, March 6th, to the wife of Web- cuse,

the filth and refuse of the streets,
and their cawing will not prevent the
robins' welcome song.
ster Walker, a son.
We shall welcome the advent of spring
Mrs. Robert Cashing is at work at
when all nature will don its bright,
Geo. Luxton's at West Bethel.
thankfulness
and
inspire
cheering garb
The Grand Union Tea man was In
in the gratefnl heart. "After the storm
town recently.
comes sunshine."
A. G. Bean and wife of Albany visited
relatives in town last Friday.
Norway Lake.
J. Louis was through here Wednesday,
Leola M. Noyes of Lovell is stopping March 9th.
with her grandparents, J. L. Partridge
D. W. Cashing sold C. A. Tyler a beef
and wife.
creature last week.
Charles Crosby returned from the
A. E. Tyler finished cutting Mr.
hospital the 5 th and has gone to North Blanchard's ice last week.
Waterford.
Sumner.
D. W. Cashing worked for H. M. VerMrs. Ernest Muroh and children of rlll at West Bethel one
day this week.
C. F. Silver has gone to Lewiston to
are visiting at her father's, W.
Norway
tork.
S. Partridge's.
West Lovell.
Charlie Varney has returned to bis
Dr. C. A. Stephens is at home again.
1 rork in Boston.
Lillian Lord is with her sister, Mrs.
Asa Frost visited his daughter in SaCorrene Fox.
G. F. Dyer and wife visited relatives
battus the 5th and 6th.
' □ Peru recently.
John Fox had an ill tarn last week and
has been nnable to sit up much the past
Mrs. Kate Morrill has sold her farm to
Albany.
week.
i. D. McPherson of Rumford.
At the town meeting it was voted to
lira. Almeda Fox has been with Mrs.
Mrs. W. E. Bowker visited relative· in
in
a
floor
otherwise
new
and
Luburn recently.
repair Josiah Hatch the past week. Mr. Hatch
put
Mr. and Mrs. John Morrill were called the town house, and to repair the is very low.
Mrs. Géorgie Chadbonrne has returnI; ut week to Massachusetts by the illness the school house near by.
Mr. and Mrs. Amos King, Cleo and ed from Maasaohasetts.
υ f their daughter Angie.
Oris LeBaron and wife were In Bridg·
Mrs. Kate Morrill is moving to Bnck- Philip King of Walker's Mills were at J.
ton the 8th.
P. GuptilPs recently.
eld.

annual fair of the

Universallst Good Cheer Society vu
held on Wednesday and Thursday of
last week. The safe, which coo tinned

j

...............

BLUE oTOneo.

Good Cheer Jubile·.

announoed, the

MAIN£.

NORWAY,

CLARKE'S

UNEQUALED ENAMELENE EMBROCATION

man.

The election on Monday resulted in
the election of the old board of officers,
mainly Democratic, with the exception
of A. F. Berry, auditor, and Harry P.
Young, road commissioner. There was
an oversight that deferred the Republican cauous till θ ▲. κ. on the morning of

election.

—

Hartford.
to the wife of Lewis

Born, March 4,
W. Child, a son.

Roscoe Child la visiting hie sister,
Percis Dearborn, in Livermore.
Enooh Child was in Canton Friday.
Lewis Child of Paris is visiting his
Family at the home of J. F. Child.
Leon Irish is moving bis saw mill to
Srove Siding where he has a oontract to
1 law for Reuben Arsenault.
Mrs. E. C. Irish was in Buokfleld re1

>ently.

LaCourse and sister, Mrs. Fain Ruinford last week.
Mrs. J. E. Hisoook and son Deane,
fho have been visiting Mrs. W. 0.
Sustis, have returned to their home Is
farming ton.
David

ardo,

■

IT PENETRATES, PERMEATES AND AMALGAMATES
WITH THE SCARIFIED BOVINE CUTICLE.
IT CONTAINS NO ANILINE, ACID OR ΑΤΛΓΑΤ.Τ
ITS ONLY COLOR IS IVORY BLACK.

The only secret being the method of
crock

or

combining the

color with the oil so it positively will not
smut and the color won't settle.

PREPARED AND FOR SALE AT

CLARKE'S

were

■· O.

SOUTH

PARIS,

O.

HARNESS
r.

BLOCK,

UNDER

P.

STORE,

o..

......

MAINE·

—

ïîu Oxioxii

J

gemot**!

Supreme Judicial Court.

Whll· h· had bot little personal aowith Mr. Davit, be bad always found hi m courteous and honorable, and had no doubt that be was faithful to his oath aa an attorney.

Fred Pro· of Romford

The

pleaded guilty

Town

Elections.

to nuisance and illegal possession. In
the latter caae he was sentenced to 9100
MARCH TERM, 1910.
and 00 davs, aod 00 daja additional in Off cers Chosen In Oxford County
Hon. Wm. P. Wbitebome,
default or fine. The oniaanoe waa conTown·, Monday, March 7.
Justice Presiding
tinued.
/
Charte·
P.
Clerk 1
Peter Ayotte of Rnmford pleaded
Whitman,
was
In
town
of
Canton
Tucker
M
H.
Thursday morning the trial of the guilty to forgeiy of a bank oheok.
ALBAVT.
Stanley Estes,
Stenographer.
list week.
a »h >rt time
L. Cummings vs. Ernest E.
Moderator, Frank G. Sloan.
Kalph T. Parker,
Fee to of Rumford pleaded
County Attorney. suit, Rinaldo
Henry
is
a
O.
Wardwell.
Mr.
Cummings
Boy
Sheriff Field, was begun.
Wendell Howe wae at home from Hiram R. Hubbard,
guilty to nuisance and common seller. Clerk,
Selectmen, Frank G. Sloan, B. P. Brown, Fred
of Woodstock not
last week.
Jailer resident in the town
Harry D. Cole,
As he has been in jail five months await- Sorlbner.
Si:tuner for a few days
in
the
and
has
West
far
from
Paris,
past
William A. Bicknell,
J. F. Gnptlll.
Deputy as Crier, dune
ing trial, both cases were continned, and Treasurer,
Πγ. C. L. Buck was in Boston last W. A.
Collector, Geo. Cummlngs.
quite a business as an apple buyer. he was allowed to go.
Barrows,
Messenger.
S. s. Committee, Chas. Heckler.
near
week attending a deutal exhibit.
farmer
North
is
a
Mr.
Fied
living
Walter L. Gray,
Librarian
Bert McKinnon of Rumford, indloted
Boad Commissioners, Fred McAllister, Chaa.
Paris. This suit was brought to re- with
another for forgery and uttering, Beckler, F. H. Bennett.
;> L Joslin of Norway occupied the
the past week good progress cover for $50 cash paid by Mr. CumDuring
Total
amount of appropriation·, $4,017.00.
t at the Baptist church on Sunday. has
<.)<
been made with the business of the mings to Mr. Field as part pay for his pleaded nolo on one count for uttering.
AKDOVSB.
After
a statement in his behalf by Mr.
of
Canton call· March term of court.
According to crop of apples in 1908, eighty barrels
M »s?er Arthur Tucker
he was sentenced to sixty days
Moderator, J. F. Talbot.
his fneods at the Democrat office present indication», the business will be furnished by Mr. Cummings, and labor Wright,
H. M. Thomas.
e ;
Clerk,
in jail.
The offence In this case conSelectmen, T. A. Thurston, F. 8. Smith, U. M.
completed and final adjournment will be of bis men packing at Mr. Field's. It sisted
Ust week.
in raising a check from five dol- Thomas.
reached some time the last of the presthat in the fall of 1908 Mr.
appeared
of
the
Pan-Tans
will
division
lars to fifty dollars.
Treasurer, L. M. Hewey.
first
ent week.
Cummings bought Mr. Field's apples,
Collector, L>. M. Hewey.
Fremont Tambling of Paris pleaded
rain the club this Monday at their
8. 8. Committee, C. A. Andrews, 8. W. RichWithout delay the term opened at 10 which were stored in the barn; that Mr.
in several liquor cases, and oo the ards, W. Z. Twltchell.
Supper at 6:30.
ha
guilty
o'clock Tuesday morning. Judge Whitebar47
Cummings' packing crew packed
Roatl Commissioner, C. T. Poor.
indictment as common seller received a
''.θ regular quarterly meeting of the house having arrived the night before. rel** of apples about the middle of NoTotal amount of appropriations, $4,970 00.
sentence of |1C0 fine and SO days in jail,
rsaiiet church will be held on Fri- Most of the members of the bar who an vember, but that a cold spell meanwhile
BETHEL.
and 30 days additional in default of fine.
Id active practice in the county were coming on, the
'.eciug, the 25th inst.
app'es chilled, and quite
Pleas of guilty were made by John
Moderator, H. H. Hastings.
present on the opening day of the court, a por'iou of the apples were left unpack
L>.
Barker.
T.
Clerk,
in a nuisance case,
» S. M. Wheeler was in Boston last
besides a number from other counties, ed. Mr. Cummings paid Mr. Field $50.00 Dumont of Rnmford
Selectmen, F. F. Bean, M. L. Thurston, C. E.
Paradis of Rumford, nuisance, Barke
selecting her spring stock οι
Hon. Kooch Foster of Port- on the apples, and later notified Mr. Joseph
including
N. F. Brown.
and John F.
of Rumford,
Barrett
Treasurer,
cry and attending the openings.
W.
and
M
Carter
land, Hon. Seth
Kalph
Field that he was ready to have the apCollector, Ν. E. Blcbardson.
larceny.
S. S. Committee, Susie B. Twltchell.
... Wlfred N.
MacGilvery, a trained Crockett of Lewieton.
ples delivered at West Paris, but Mr.
Eustace F. Bennett, now of Auburn,
Boad Commissioner, W. G. Emery.
been at W. L. Farrar'e,
« ho has
Prayer was offered by Rev. G. W. F Field declined to deliver them until he
Total amount of appropriations, #13,835.00.
who had been arrested on an old single
aimed to her home in Brunswick. Hill of Paris Hill, and the usual forma! was paid in fuM. The apples which had
sale case some time ago placed on file,
BUCKFIELD.
proclamations were made.
been packed were never delivered, and
be a supper and progressand a strong plea in his bec:e >vill
Moderator, V. P. DcCoster.
The grand jurors who were empaneled in the
It appear- appeared,
were dumped.
spring
Thurs
A.
T.
Clerk.
Cole.
at
the
half
was
L.
Kimball.
Counmade by M.
,.<ies
Baptist vestry
last October, sixteen in number, all ed from the evidence that there were a
Selectmen, Ε. B. Austin, Ν. E. Morrill, J. M.
Parker was not disposed to
.aing of this week. Supper at answered to their names, and the jurj
Milieu.
of elements entering into the ty Attorney
variety
in his attitude, and Bennett
be
lenient
I immediately proceeded to its room to
Treasurer, Arthur E. Cole.
matter and causing disagreement be- was sentenced to a fine of
$50 and thirty
Collector, Arthur K. Cole.
»
aster concert will be given by the take up its work.
tween the parties.
S. S. Committee, F. B. Djer.
days in jail at Auburn.
The traverse juries were empaneled
Boad Commissioner, Λ Iton Damon.
: national
Sunday School. The
Mr. Wright was counsel for Cum
of
Chase
Monday
Joseph
morning
Total
amount of appropriations, $6,060.00.
τ the exercise is the Morning of as follows:
minge, and Kimball <k Son for Field. Rumford is on trial, charged with reFIRST .JCRY.
BROWNFIELD.
The hearing on the case occupied the
ceiving goods stolen from the store of
L. A. Thorna*. Mexico, Foreman.
forenoon of Thursday. At its close the Elliott W. Howe.
Moderator, C. W. Harmon.
re will be a .sapper and entertain·
Attorney
County
Nomi in Κ Iteeeev, Kuckflelil.
Ε.
E.
Bounds.
Clerk,
case· wa* settled between the partie»,
Frank J. Krown, !>uraner.
Parker for the state.
Hutchins and
λ
the Congregational vestry on
Selectmen, J. W. Wentworth, ffm. P. Brooks,
Mr. Field paying Mr. Curoming* $45 00
Geo. L. Cushman, Woodblock.
Harry Walker.
for the defence.
Wright
iy eveniug, March 17. Supper
NMne* P. Howe, Kumfortl.
which
was
interest
Treasurer, S. M. Llnsoott.
An action of. some
Wm. M KMiter, DlxtleM.
Collector, S. M. Lloscott.
NOTES.
heard bv Judge Whitehouse Thursday
V. A. Llnoell, Kumfor-I.
S. S Committee, W. W. Johnson.
ν
afternoon was the suit of Charles R.
Chester Gore Miller of the UniI*aac S. Lowell. HI'am.
Erain Eaid of Upton, a Syrian, and
Boad Commissioner, Ε. E. Phllbrlck.
Jame* L Kamswell, Stone ham.
Total amount of appropriations, $4,900.00.
L-î'Urch lias been engaged to deEames against the town of Albany, for George E. Muse of Gardiner, a Nova
AblraSmltb, Hethel.
to
his
school
of
-*» Memorial Day address at Nordaughter
BYBON.
transportation
Scotian, were naturalized on Wednesday.
Henrv R. Sroltb, iHrnmark.
for one term. A. S. Kimball was coun»
tLis year.
Oliver O. Tracy, Peru.
Moderator, J. E. Shaw.
The deputy sheriffs in.attendance at
for
sel
and
Jamts
S
for
H.
H.
Blchards.
Wright
Eames
Clerk,
! H. Bennett, who has been for
SECOND Jl'HY.
Selectmen, H. H. Blchards, 8. E. Pressey,
the town. There was no disagreement this term are Jailer Harry D. Cole, J. M.
Arthur A. Noyes, Greenwoo t, Foreman.
e
under the care of a nurse,
Bartlett of Stoneham, F. F. Bean of Robert Why te.
The
statute
as
facts.
to
the
provides
Κ R. Baehel 1er, Porter.
B. G. Knapp.
Treasurer,
ursday taken to the insane
and
Leon
M.
of
Mexico.
Small
A. G. Bean, Albany.
that the school committee shall provide Bethel,
8. 8. Committee, E. G. Knapjp.
Wilson Dearborn. Canton.
wj.·' at Vugusta.
Boad Commissioners, E. G. Knapp, L. A.
of scholars, in
for
the
is
of
transportation
The
filed
this
term
which
paper
W H. Hayne-, Waterfonl.
Ma-.on, W. C. Easter.
cases where it is necessary, to "the near- direct interest to the most
C. Fernald underwent an
Geortce \ Kimball, Lovell
people in un- Total amount of appropriations, $2,300.00.
For the term in
est suitable school."
the report of the committee of
Irving M. I.tn»c<>tt. Brownflekl.
appendicitis at St. Barnadoubtedly
CANTON.
Wm.y Mitchell, Jr., Hartford.
al, Portland, on Thursday,
question there was no school at the reference iu the Rumford Falls bridge
V Λ Se'son, Hebron.
Moderator, N. Reynolds.
m her are favorable.
bouse nearest Mr. Eames' residence. case. This was an appeal from the de.luhn L. Osgood, Fryeburg.
Wadlln.
L.
Geo.
Clerk,
Y. A. Thurston, Amlover.
There were schools at Hunt's Corner cision of the county commissioners on
Selectmen, M. A. Walte, 8. B. Ellis, Ellis
i L. Hebbard, who has spent
ν
11. L. Watson, Gllea l.
and Lynchville. The one at Hunt's the location of a highway bridge where Delano.
in
ntbs with bet son
Lynn,
Treasurer, Geo. L. Wadlln.
Hf F Κ KM' Μ Κ Κ A ΗI ES
Corner was the uearest, but the school the foot bridgo is now at Rumford. The
Collector, John Brlggs.
vud with friends in Bethel and
for Mr. county commissioners were petitioned
Wallace Κ Cliffor·', Pari».
made
committee
S. S. Committee, Geo. L. Wadlln.
provision
Paris
South
to
returned
.e. lias
Morrill M. Fuller. Norway.
Total amount of appropriations, $9,090 00.
Fames' daughter to be carried to the to discontinue the location, but after
Ε.
Oxfonl.
Joseph
Hunting,
DENMARK.
.sc ison at Shagg Pond may be said
Lynchville school, at a greater distance, hearing denied the petition. The appeal
Seth Walker of Bethel, who had been as there was a team going to that school, was then entered,
and Hon. W. H.
Moderator, A. D. Fcesenden.
opened. Mr. and Mrs. Η. Δ
Clerk, Alfred W. Belcher.
were at
Karnp Killooleet, their drawn, was ill and unable to be present, anil to have carried her to the Hunt's Newell, Col. A. B. Nealley and Ansol
Selectmen, Chas. E. I'lngree, A. D. Fessenden,
Osgood of Fryeburg| Corner school, it would have been neces- Briggs, all of Androscoggin County, Chas.
there, over Saturday and Sun- and later John L
E. Smith.
and Y. A. Thurston of Andover were ex- sary to provide a team for her alone. were
Dudley 8. Perkins.
agreed upon as a committee of Treasurer,Wm.
B. Deasey.
for
business
reasons.
cused
the
Mr. Eames did not accept
arranget reference.
ist masters' night in Paris Lodge of
They held a hearing of Collector,
S. S. Committee, Edwaru A. Thomes.
of
the
that
docket
indicated
Thee(11
his
carried
daughter several days at Rumford, with much
ment, but himself
ns. was
for several reasons postRoad Commissioner, A. Scott Wentworth.
rhe term would not be a long one to the Hunt's Corner school, and brought interest manifested both
by those who Total amount of appropriations, |3,753.00.
i from the date set, last Tuesday
;
this Though quite a number of cases were suit against the town for $25.00 for such favored and those who opposed the
of
DIXF1BLD.
till
eveniug
Tuesday
ug,
<>n the trial list, the larger part of
Whitehouse
took
placed
runsportation. Judge
bridge. The report, filed at the opening Moderator, John S. Harlow.
««·'»£.
them were admittedly not for jury trial. I the case under consideration.
the
of this term, reverses the decision of
Clerk, Frank H. Gllcreas.
T. N. Kewley of the Methodist As
finally made up, the assignments] A case >f considerable general interest county commissioners and discontinues Selectmen, Maurice W. Forster, Albion Hoi·
h was unable by reason of tempo ended with
of the second week
which was opened the bridge location, so the bridge will man, Frank Brown.S.
was the n« xt one.
Tuesday
Harlow.
Treasurer, John
'Iness to occupy bis pulpit on SulA number of cases had at the last term Friday m'-rning. It was the suit of not be built.
Collector, J P: Edmunds.
I it wa-i occupied by O. L. Stone he.
d assigued for trial on the first day of
S. 8. Committee, W. 8. Marble.
Flora A. Stearns vs. The Harrison MuV rway.
Road Commissioner, George T. Porter.
this term, but the only one which seem I tual Fire IusuranceCo., and was brought
Total amount of appropriations, $10,089.00.
remains of Edwin D Beinin, who
I to be for actual trial on that day was to recover insurance on household furniFRTSBURO.
Yarmouth, were brought here Charles Chase v-. Berlin Mills Co., and I ture and other personal property burnModerator, R. Walker McKeen.
morning. Mr. Bemau was a the trial of this began immediately after ed
While the matter of a sewerage system
Mrs Stearns, the plaintiff, is the
N.
Charles.
Clerk.
: -lideut of S--uth Paris, the eon
dinner Tuesday.
wife of Frank Sle3rns, for thirty years a was "passed over" by the town, the
Selectmen, John W. Hutcblne, Edward W.
lieman, and was 53 years of age.
Mr. ChaNe is a well known citizen of resident of South Waterford. The farm question will be taken up in the annnal Jones, Stlllman F. Marker.
Treasurer, Geo. O. Warren.
rethe
t«>wu of Upton, owning several pieces on which they lived was in the bands of corporation meeting in April.
The
» er commissioners of the South
Culloctor, Owen C. Eastman.
of real estate there, and the defendant is the Bridgton Savings Bank, and the cent amendments of the corporation
8. 8. Committee, Wm. Berry, 8 years, Harold |
Par
Corporation have chosen ϋ lumber
known
The
well
such
action.
of
in
name
insured
the
charter
1 year.
were
McKeen.
company
pretty
contemplate
buildings
\V Bowker superintendent of
L' ir
Road Commissioner, Wm. J. Pitman.
Maine and New the bank, together with Mr. Stearne' imperative demand for such system is
He will have charge throughout western
r nystern.
the *
Total amount of appropriations, $8,450.00.
This suit was brought to hay and farming tools. The furniture recognized by all.
of th*> system and collect the watei Hampshire.
OILEAD.
recover damages for the burning of some was the property of Mrs. Stearns, and
It is now understood that the change
reots.
Moderator, Albert Bennett.
at Up on belonging to Mr. there were ou it two policies, one issued in the school board will result in the rebuildings
Clerk, Ralph 1.I'eabody.
M Cutting and family expect
t,.
Chase and occupied at the time they in 1903 and the other in 1905, both in the turn of MIhs Cragin to her former poSelectmen, T. G. Lary, A. A. Newell, F. A.
about the tirst of April to Lynn, were burned by some men in the
Harrison Mutual Fire InsuraLce Co., sition in the village schools if she has Wight.
employ
been
.vhere Harold Cutting has
Treasurer, Albert Bennett.
of the Berlin Mills Co. The tire occur- the total amount of the two being □ot already contracted with the Portland
v
Collector. Archie T. Heath.
i through the past winter, aud red on the 20;h of
r
May, 1908.
school authorities.
$515 00.
8. 8. Committee,F. A. Wight.
»
roll Cutting has recently gone
memtbe
the
and
ball
drill
The buildings in question had been
of
The
in
the morning
Road Commissioners, W. C. Newell, W. A.
giveo by
Monday,
Early
tu λ r'{
at
N.
O.
S.
for
some
were
old
and
were
2d
of
Dyer
the
bers
Co.
of
M.,
time,
D,
24th
buildings
Regt.,
unoccupied
August, 1908,
amount of appropriations, $1,300.00.
Total
Sunilav M ng the thirty-eighth birthday I the house and ell out of repair, the barn destroyed by Are, the tire being discover- the opera house Tuesday evening was
attended.
On Friday evening,
V
\
T. McWhorter, he was pre- being in pret'y good condition. They ed not long after midnight. The fire well
Moderator, Will H. (HU.
the Congregational Sunday I were first occupied in the fall of 1907 by started in the barn, which was nearly March 18th, will occur the regular inClerk, OU* W. Brooks.
λ
:h t hirty-eig!it daffodils as a a crew who were employed by the Berlin destroyed before Mr. and Mr·. Stearns, ipection by Inspector General James I..
°tU W' Brook·· B°y*' Weymouth,
It was a Mills Co. in rebuilding a dam on the who were the only people at the place, Moriarty of Lewiston. At that timel
I »! of their esteem.
be
Treasurer. C. T. I'arker.
irprise tu him, »uii deeply I Swift Cambridge River. In the spring were awakenrd or any of the neighbors the gallery of the opera house will
Collector, C. Τ Parker.
of 190$ they were again occupied by a had reached the place. Two horses aud opeu and free for all who wish to attend
ated.
S. 8. committee, Cora A. Brooks.
crew of river-drivers for the Berlin Mills
f ur cows, which were supposed to have and witness tbe inspection. In the near
Total amount of appropriation», $2,100.80.
number of people are more or
and after the drive had passed by been tied in the barn, were found feed- future, under
management of Prof.
OBEENWOOD.
le„.
littly ill. Henry Z. Perkins is Co,
three men «bo were eng.tged in tending ing outside. The buildings were entire- Whedon, tbe drama "Santiago," will be
Moderator, F. H. MuxOeld.
·' care of
a trained uurse with a
ur
the
A.
cast
from
M.
the
was
while
tool·
to
the
for
It
Clerk,
the
few
of
a
Lapham.
iîates
farming
company.
public by
given
ly consumed,
A. O. Wheel· I
at η of troubles.
E.II
com;
β
Selectmen, Ε. H. Pike, M. H. Harrington,
the-e three men were occupying tbe and some of the furniture from the company and for the benefit of the comλ been ill with pneumonia lor I
er *
L. Dunliam.
were burned.
The
the
that
of
with
aid
the
saved
house
buildings
they
treasury.
B.
Tebbete.
pany's
being
Treasurer, C.
inumk-r of days, «s very low. J. M.l
tire occurred in the latter part <>f the neighbors who assembled.
Collector, J. H. Ring.
Very many court attendants find
1) W<>
me what better.
8 8. Committee, C. B. Tebbete.
afternoon, when two of the men had gone
Payment of the policies m resisted by cedent accommodations at the Beat's
Road Commissioners, Ε. 1). Packard, Frank I
xford County Fruit Growers' n> Grafton for tbe day. The man in the company on the ground of fraud. and Elm. Beth houses have been care-1 Bennett.
Τ
in
Norη will hold a meeting
Total amount of appropriations, $6,086.00.
charge left the house shortly before noon Τ lie prncipal feature of the evidence on fully repaired and improved of late.
Prof. I of that day, and it is not known that any which this contention is based is a typew iv
24.
HANOVBB.
It is understood that the new owner I
ange Hall March
I
w will be there and other
will
and
when
broke
out.
house
Home
farm
the tire
of the
speak- one was there
Moderator, Η. E. Dyer.
writer which was in a closet in the
repair
Clerk, A. G. Howe.
expected. All interested in fruit I It is asserted by Mr. Chase that he at the time of the tire. According to the ly improve tbe buildings on the place.
Selectmen, A. T. Powers, M. A. Holt, F. L.
are invited to be present. Nor-1 orally leased the buildiugs to John Detestimony of a man and a boy who were It will thus become one of the most| Howe.
w.,.
dinner.
will
furnish
residences.
for
of
foreman
the
Berlin
Mills
the
man
took
the
Co., at the fire,
Treasurer, Arthur G. Howe.
village
tiraDge
laney,
typewriter pleasant
the express coudition that tbe com- from the closet, carried it to the door of
Andrew B. Jordan of Bridgton was be-1 Collector, Ε. H. Barker.
Mister Oramel Pratt, who recoutly I upon
S. 8. Committee, S. P. Davis.
was to assume the risk of fire, as
tbe bouse, aud delivered it to the boy, fore the Norway Municipal Court on a
Road Commissioners, 8. P. Davis, F. H. Sliver.
went an operation for appendicite I pany
of
Ness
William
and
the
of
was
the
from
amount of appropriations, $880.00.
tbe
distance
Total
it
unsafe,
some
who
carried
charge
forgery.
chimuey
plaintiff
r tSe hospital at Lewiston, is
reporte·! further
BABTFOBD.
sought to show that tbe build- bouse and placed it behind a rock. Lewiston was tbe complainant. Jordan
a
nerioua condition from auother 1
were tired during a very dry season Mrs. Shaw, a neighbor, later saw the pleaded guilty and was held in $1000 for I
Moderator, W. 8. Robinson.
;r ιble, a sore having formed back of I ings
W.
Stetson.
B.
Clerk, T.
from a fireplace built by the men out of typewriter and told !Mrs. Stearns that his appearance to answer in the Supreme
h
ar, which is regarded an dangerous
Selectmen, J. W. LIbby, E. D. Waterhouse, 0.
doors a short distance from tbe house, her typewriter had been saved. After Judicial Court.
E. Hardy.
e
her with or without an operation.
over which to do their cooking.
the buildings had burned down andI the
Smith, for many years at the Treasurer, F. L. Allen.
Timothy
Collector, F. L. Allen.
The W C. T. U. will meet in the Con- I For tbe defence it is absolutely denied neighbors went home, tor the last hours Elm House, died at the Lewiston hosS. S. Committee, Milton Luce.
national vestry Tuesday afternoon at I that any risk of fire was assumed by tbe of the night only Mr. and Mrs. Stearns pital Tuesday at tbe age of 76, of eryRoad Commissioners, H. A. Thompson. J. V.
Roll call. QmillilOM from Mrs. compauy, the only thing said about fire were at the place. Later the typewriter sipelas. The remains were brought to Thurlow.
Total amount of appropriations, $4,510.00.
si. N. Stevens. Debate, Should alco- I being that the occupants were to be care- was found partly burned in theι cellar of Pine Grove Cemetery for burial on Wedi be kept in the family for medical ful about tire Further, as to the fire- the bouse, not under where the closet nesday.
HEBRON.
-·
Leaders, Mrs. Annie Swett, place in the yard, they assert that the had been, buta little distance from it.
Norway's annual town meeting was Moderator, C. H. George.
ra Talbot.
Everybody invitedl tire in that was carefully extinguished, The typewriter was taken out of tue well attended. The largest vote was Clerk, A. M. Richardson. W. G.
Conant, C. W.
Selectmen, A. A. Nelson,
to ν eud.
was elected
and that the destruction of the buildiugs cellar by the representatives of the in- 40S. Alfred S. Kimball
Cummtngs.
Stuart W. Goodwin,
surance company, and was produced in moderator and
\ vertised letters in South Paris post did not result from that.
Treasurer, A. M. Richardson.
Collector, W. Scott Bearoe.
The case occupied some more than a court, and it was urged by counsel for clerk. Tbe old board of selectmen were
office. Mar. 14, 1910:
8. 8. Committee, A. C. Whitman.
day's time, going to the jury Wednesday the company that its appearance showed reelected, viz.: George W. Holmes,
Mr- lit ι.-χβ Howe.
Road Commissioner, W. W. Harrington.
Mr. fVnroa Martin.
afternoon. H. II. Hastings for plaintiff; that it had not been through the heat of George H. Dunn and Anson J. Millett.
Total amount of appropriations, $4,615.00.
Mr·. ι.κ··ιΓι(β Martlo.
HI BAB.
Gray for defence. Verdict for plaintiff, the tire, but had been thrown into the E. C. Winslow was again elected treasLixtlt M l'en lev.
In urer; F. W. Sanborn, town agent; W. F.
9454.16.
cellar after the fire had died
Moderator, J. E. Stuart.
Μ:*'. ι·Ιν· Cameron.
Cotton.
Chas.
Clerk,
Muter Kverett Whitman.
Mrs. Stearns' proof of loss, the type- Jones and Dr. L. Hall Trufant to tbe
Selectmen, P. H. Spencer, Jacob Stanley, A.
UKKKHK C. DAVIS MEMORIAL.
writer is included at a valuation of superintending school committee; Hor- M.Noble.
S. F. Davis, Postmaster.
truant
The business of the court was sus- $85.00, though she testified that she had ace Sanborn became tbe new
Treasurer, Lemuel Cotton.
The district meeting of the Rebekab
John Stanley, Jr.
pended for a time Tuesday afternoon, to bargained it to her daughter, who is a officer; M. L. Kimball and B. F. Brad- Collector,
8.8. Committee, Melville Gould.
I·'!«.<?*.
uiprising the lodges of South I give opportunity for the presentation by stenographer, for a price of $60.00.
tbe
Public
of
trustees
Norway
bury,
Harry P. Young, Fred
Corural«sloner,
I
Par
Norway, Buckfield and Mecbauic tbe bar association of resolutions relative
Wo 1ton.
The fact of the stock being out of the Library, and tbe old list of town con- I. S?4?
Ka
will be held with the Mechanic to Herrick C. Davis of
amount of appropriations, $4,681.00.
Total
E.
Mrs.
J.
a
memfor
office.
a
ciras
stables
re-elected
defence
the
barn
is
Norway,
urged by
Fa
xiije Wednesday of this week, I ber of this bar, who died on the 13th of cumstance
LOVELL.
tending to establish fraud in Budden's taxes were abated and F. E.
Mar
Pith. A Special traiu will leave
The resolutions which had the case, and it is also alleged that Mrs. DeCoster was elected tax collector and I Moderator, C. K. Chapman.
February.
>■
J. A. Farrington.
l'ar s at t>:30 P. *., fare for the been
Clerk,
prepared were presented by Hon. Stearns put fictitious values on articles voted a compensation of 1 per cent for Selectmen, C. K. chapman, G. W. Walker,
r
a;·: τψ "w cents.
It is hoped that ail I James S.
in her proof of loes, and that she failed these services. Appropriations:
Wright, as follows:
\lctor H. McAllister.
«,ibe will attend.
Treasurer, Ε. T. Stearns.
to report in full the property that was Debt
$ 500 00
payment of
God In His Infinite w1s<tom ha»
Whereas,
Collector, Ε. T. Stearns.
K. a wbile in the early evening of lakjn from us our friend and brother, Herrick saved from the house.
1,900 00
Poor,.··
S. 8. Committee, Walter B. 8tone.
60 00
Hon. A. S. Kimball conducted the Interest
Road Commissioner, Bert W. Brackett.
Sun la? the telephone wires were kept so I 0. Davis.
Salariée
2,500 00
mem
the
That
the
tiers
of
Oxford
amount of appropriations, $4,610.00.
Total
Keoolved,
W hose
ii : thi* they almost burned off.
c*se for Mis. Steams, and Judge Enoch
3,000 00
Highway·,
County liar humbly l>ow In submission to the Foster f«-»r the insurance
BASON.
550 00
bi
·*. were burning somewhere down
company, ana Highways
decree of Him who iloeih all thing·» well. Our
300 00
Moderator, Douglas Cashing.
K*j· Oxford way? It wa< finally dis- late Kro. Davln wai a cental an«l companionable the case was handled with great ability Towu farm buildings,
<*now tillla,
1,500 00
Clerk, F. I. Bean.
It was given to the jury Schools,
c >v>
i that the light which had at-1 brother. klO'l hearted an<l an exuoneut of right in all respects.
2,000 00
Selectmen, Ε. H. Morrill, E. A. Grover, C. A.
am I justice. In his judicial duties a terror to
700 00 Tyler.
afternoon.
Tree text books
tr.r'f l >o much attention over about all evil 'loers, ami a
Saturday
early
he
ha·!
of
the
laws,
supporter
CO
750
F. X. Bean.
school
of
Treasurer,
house·,
the
about
Repair
to
went
This case
the town of Paris was burning grass or I n.le-1 ma»' important ulaces <turtng tile earthly
jury
600 00
Collector, D. W. Cushlng.
Insurance,
carver an I <loue hi» lift- work villi <'troe»ln«u o'clock
the farm of J II. Record.
50 00
Saturday afteruoon. After being Memorial Day
8. 8. Committee, Clarence Tyler.
ami ίο»I. an<t we cau truly any "Well Ίοη« κοο<1
50 00
out three hours they returned a verdict Supt. of echo >ls' 0(11 ee
Road Commissioner, D. W. Cusldng.
Ν··τ· v«>urday Howard Davie· of \ ar-1 ami faithful servant" when one of ripe a#e lays
Total amount of tppropriatlon·, $485.00.
2,450 00
Support free high school,
for the defence.
a»Me his earth If duties aad i>asaes to the hear
500 00
ffi ut
Music
wil speak to Parts Orange in the I
BKXIOO.
ealy. we realise the blmiel consolation that
145 75
Deflclt,
after; >n on the subject of taxation there te a richer aad more y'orlous life Id the
CRIMINAL MATTERS.
Moderator, O. P. Smith.
25 00
Carnegie Library committee,
R. O. Waite.
West 1'ans Grange,
Clerk,
Win. K. Kimb.it hereafter !
00
650
Public
library
its work
The grand jury finished
Kr-oive that the·· resolution* be spre»l upon
Selectmen, B. W. Goodwin, A. G. Virgin, ▲.
150 00
pnsf t; κ R, and the l.adies <»f Wm the records ami a copy aent to the family
Moth pesta,
of our
afternoon, and was discharged.
A. Austin.
Κ K Tuba'1 Circle, bave been invited t«· iie<'.-a«e<l brother and ateo printed In tbe Norway Thursday
Treasurer, John L. Howard.
A comparatively short list of indict- Tbe total is about one thousand dollars
be ihr fue«t« of Paris («range for th« I Alvertlaer
Collector. T. W. Penley.
less than last year. Voted to bave
ments was reported, as follows:
JaHKs S Wkiuiit, Committee
S. 8. Committee. A. E. Small, Leon M. Small.
day Tti<> c tiawM wbo were present at
on
ttm D Burnt*,
}
Road Commissioners, B. 8. Virgin, William
Wra Γ. Jordan and V. J. Whitman. Malicious schools in Crockett Ridge, Millettville
tbr f ti,«r occasion when Mr. Dsvtosl
Κ. K. HasTtsos,
) He solution».
and Pierce school districts and on Froet Sargent, 8. 8. Dorr.
of
■m n,.r ted, are invited tu cone ·■ f«»r I
amount
Urban. Two indictments. nuisance and
appropriations, about
A
committee
tbe
summer.
Mr.
resolutions
Hill
Ιο connection with tbe
during
common teller.
the «twro >on session and bear bim
B.
of
A.
J.
of
seven
he
Mr.
Stearns,
consisting
Davis,
Peler Ay otic.
Wright sp.'ke briefly.
NEWBY.
Forgerj.
F. Bradbury, C. P. Barnes, J. A. RobWe.1 >e«day morning Wiilard ( lev* I aaid, was born in 1*25, and waa 84 years
Moderator, H. F. Thurston.
»■«·
Iso·!, a boy of 11 tears, the «on in a fami I of age at the time of hi* death. He was
K.
A.
erts, Horace Dinsmore, G. A. Brook·
Clerk,
Bailey.
Selectmen, H. 8. Hastings, A. G. Eames, A. C.
and E. F. Smith to investigate the cony.ol Κ McArdl·'· boaae on P.wMai·: 1 b<»rn in Woodstock, and after practicing
c.
a Carnegie Lituenaie.
to
ditions
relative
in
tbe
and
procuring
town
that
I
in
legisHe
law
broke
s':*et,
his leg near the hip.
serving
Treasurer, A. E. Bailey.
«m *1
library building for Norway. Voted Collector, H. M. Kendall.
ng on the bill back of the house, lature, be was elected Register of ProKunnal. Ρβφΐ'Γ
8.8. Committee, A. E. Bailey.
on the law relative to state aid
so-1, ruing town backward, ran into the ! bate in 1872, and served in that office, on
Nuisance.
Polvtn.
"yes"
UeorgUi,n*
Road Commissioners, G. H. Learned. C. D.
f ickUi
question. Voted to insure only village Bean.
l*br Paris Hill, for twenty years continuous
of oneuf the buildings.
nuisance
and
ft
Henry
I ί.
and
Total amount of appropriations, $î,950.00.
Norway Lake school property.
letter he was appointed judge of
««ι pr mptly set, and is in it |0"d I ly.
NORWAY.
t tHlr.n »·
and James Carney.
The 1 the Norway Municipal Court, and reForgery. Voted to allow S. P. Frost taxes to keep
could be expected.
Patrick Gok^®· Common eeller.
his road in repair. Voted to have all
τ
Moderator, A. 8. Kimball.
to be unfortunate, as only a moved to Norway, serving as judge of
eawdunt Into
W
Maaon.
W.
Throwing
Uoodwin.
Stuart
real
and
Clerk,
due
on
taxes
July 1st, '10,
poll
year r two ago he broke an arm. and tbe court for two full terms before his
Geo. W. Holmes, Geo. H. Dnnn,
estate taxes Nov. 1, '10. Interest to be A.Selectmen,
the ( --«eot winter has been out of school retirement.
For ten years he and Mr.
τ utile. Cheating.
J. Mlllett.
from
Two
comtaxes
Jan.
on
all
lndlctmonts,
1,
Fremont
TambUng.
E.
C. Wlnslow.
r tome time with the
had
nnpaid
Treasurer,
charged
quite close relations, holding mon seller and single sale.
Wright
pinkeye.
Collector, F. E. DoCoster.
'11. Voted to discontinue road from D.
with offices on opposite
positions
Nuisance.
public
Corrov·.
W. F. Jones, 2 years, L. Hall
Rose
8.
8.
Α. Κ
Committee,
even· secured the range offer
E. Mills' farm on the Yaggar road to tbe I
sides of the same hall. He was not a
Joseph Lleman. Larceny.
Trurant, 8 year·.
e.1 at ll..t»h«
muer G ad bols. Nuisance.
Waterford stage road. The matter of
Variety Store, Sorway, for perfect man, said Mr. Wright, but be
Total amount of appropriations, $17,482.75.
tiir » _·.
john Dumont and Nellie Reardon. Fornlca- steam roller and stone crusher was plac
n'imber of copies of the ad
OXFORD.
with a good,
was a companionable man,
*er v-.nent run
ed in the bands of a oommittee consistby the store during the kind heart and honest purpose, and alModerator, A. S. Fuller.
Pumont. Nuisance.
pa·.· six months in the Democrat, the
Koscoo F. Staples.
John Τ Barrett. Larceny.
As
ing of the selectmen, F. H. Noyes and Clerk,
ways intended to do the right thing.
c. B. Haskell, E. W. Edwards, S.
utrit cl.ii.ng on the 5th of March.
Joseph Paradis. Nuisance.
Harry Jackson, the committee to report D.selectmen,
he was without ques'ion a terror
Jill-ton.
Mr >t>'v«*us uad some over 1700 copies a judge
inThe
William F. Jordan of Buckfleld,
at the next annual town meeting.
Treasurer, Roscoe F. Staples.
to evil doers.
pit-ent. against about 875 by Mrs.
8. S. Committee, Roecje F. Staple·.
sum of five dollars was voted the modHon. George D Bisbee also spoke briefTown Agent, Frank II. Wilson.
Km * Swan of
erator for bis services and the aunual
Norway, bis nearest ly, saying that while it was with sadness,
Road Commissioner, J. H. Rum.
.M .b.
competitor. It may be remarked in it was nevertheless a pleasure to be able
town meeting of 1010 olosed.
Total amount of appropriations, $8,985 00.
car
h*
in
a
pacing ttiat all these were *ecured from
men
in
Boston
was
Jones
nome
Dr.
during
young
freight
of
Harry
Mr. Davis
to exprès* his appreciation
F ABU.
the regular subscriber* and
the week.
purchasers as a member of this bar and a citizen.
Moderator, Walter L. Gray.
of the Democrat, no extra
The installation of the officers of
J.
Wheeler.
copies being He was always an honest man, a man of of which several care were destroyed.
William
Clerk,
printed for any one.
Selectmen, Charles W. Bowker, William C.
Mr. Dver addressed the court brif-tiy in Harry Rust Post, W. R. C., occurred
high moral purpose. He was not ag- Jordan'·
Wbltehouse
Mrs. Clara Elliott, Stearns, Frank A. Farrar.
and
would
not
have
behalf,
Judge
evening,
Thursday
and
Becauie of a variety of other things gressive,
probably
Treasurer, Charles >1. Howard.
Coll· ctor, Alfred H. Jackson.
which demanded the attention of poo- had a very active law practice, neverthe said he would give him a light sentence. installing officer, viz :
S. 8. Committee, Clarence G. Morton.
He imposed a sentence of four months
Jordan.
and
in
Pre·.—Clara
mind,
a
on
had
strong
legal
he
pie
that evening, as well ae the bad less
Hoad Commissioners, G. W. Berry, William
8. V.—Bertha Lovejoy.
C'mditi a of the streets, the court tem- that respect ranked high among the in jail at Augusta.
B. Russell.
V.—Grace Bennett.
J.
A case under the Jiaine apple packing
Total
amount of appropriation·, $21,(40.01.
Sheen.
perance meeting of last Tuesday even- members of tbe Oxford bar.
Sec.—Alta
law passed by the last législature came
Treas.—Clara Elliott.
FBBU.
ing did not have quite the usual attendThere were no further remarks by
Ba
lden.
an
last week in the form of
appeal Chap.—Christina
ance. Clerk of Courts Whi'tnan acted members of the bar, and it is significant up
Moderator, O. A. Hopkins.
Con
Evelyn
Yonng.
and
the
8.
Arnold.
W.
Clerk,
Norway Municipal Court,
as chairman of the
have come daring from
Ami. Con.—Kate Mann.
meotintr, and prayer of tbe changes which
Selectmen, A. 8. ilolaan, A. B. Mclntlre. O.
members Horace D. Tuttle of Parla paid a fine of
Guard—Mary McAllister.
was offered
O. Tracy.
by Rev. B. C. Wentworth of the past few years, that of the
Bennett.
to
Guard—Lena
in
Aut.
and
all
*5
00
costa,
amounting
Treasurer, H. R. Robinson.
Norway. Remarks were made by Super- of tbe bar then in the courr, most if not #22 06, for the sale of one barrel of ap- Pat Inst. -Lizzie Brook·.
Collector, W. 8. Arnold.
Color Bearer*—HatUle Fuller, 2d Sarah Wood
ioteodent of Schools L. M. Felcb of Nor- all bave come to the bar so recently thai
w·wiito· **· »·«-·
to
1
which
did
not
conform
aa
No.
4th
Addle
Eva
Lovejoy.
•um.Sd
Fogg,
way. A. G Hean of Albany, Rev. M. C. they have bad little acquaintance even ples
Music— Utile Brook·.
Road Commissioner, W. E. Tyler.
Ward of Norway, Rev. Chester Gore with Judge Davis. Indeed, besides the
C.
Pieu
Cor.—Annie
Bagley.
of respondent· from the
there are now remaining
Miller of South
Paris, and Rev. B. C. two who spoke,
were before the court
If Too Would Care That Back,
Moderator, O. L. Stanley.
Wentworth of Norway. It was a meet- in active practice at Ihis bar only a few jail and elaewhere
Saturday afternoon.
Clerk, E. W. Sawyer.
Ton need a pleasant herb remedy called Mother
ing of interest and profit.
who have ever roally known Herrick
selectmen, Jamee Black, Ask ley Week·, W·.
Kurmal of Rumford pleaded Gray'· Aait*all«a·!
Alphonse
saf tor all Kldaey,
1
official.
or
court
Davis as a lawyer
Bladder and Urinary trouble. Aa a regulator It Stacy.
an interpreter to perjury
through
the
guilty
in
K. R. Bachelier.
Dr Austin
ordering
Treasurer,
has bo equal, cures headache·, nervonsae··, dla
Judge Whitehouse
Teoney, oculist, will be at
Collector, H. D. Chapman.
his
iImm ami lose of sleep. At all DntgrUta, or by
Norway office, over C. F. Ridlon'· résolutions spread upon the record of
β. Β. Committee, Sbermaa Stanley.
of Rumford plead mall. 00 eta. SAMPLE FREE. Addraaa, Tbe
Lucretius
that he waa always
Hoad Commlaeloner, Geo. F. Week·.
11-14
;vo*...Friday, March 13th, 10:30 A U. to tbe court, said
Mother Gray Co., Le Boy, S. T.
od (uilty to a alngle «ale.
Total amount of approprierons, fMMJS.
bj these memorial services.
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Thomas.

Treasurer, John Bead.
Colic otor, J. H. Jeune.

8.8. Committer». John Bead.
Boad Commissioner·, John Huston, C.
O. Hannaford.
Taylor.
Total amonnt of appropriation·, #9,963.00.
«
BUXTOKD.

Friday

To Break Ta ffrvr lk*M Almjri V··
Allen'· root-Sue, a powder. It prevent* Ttghtand BlUtering, care· Corn·, Bunions,
Swollen, Sweating, A chin* feet. At Druggists,
36c.
Sample mailed FREE. Addre··, A. 8.
11-M
Olmated, La Roy, N. T.

■OXBDIY.

Moderator, John Reed.
lerk, A. W. Bobbin·.
Seleotmea, W. 8. Taylor, J. B. Ladd, J. H.
(

F.

March 18 and 19.

Born.

1 Bale Short Length
40 inch Unbleached
Cotton for 71-2 Cents.

In West Parle, March 3, to the wife of Edward
L. Field·, a eon (Harry Elliott).
In Pan·, March 8, to the wife of Benj. P.
Bullock, a daughter.
In South Pari·. March β, to the wife of Arthur
H. Jordan, a daughter.
In Paris, March 8, to the wife of Napoleon
Crotean, a eon.
In Hartford, March 4, to the wife of Lewis W.
Child, a ion.
In Mason, March β, to the wife of Webster

Moderator, Matthew McCarthy.
Clerk, Oliver A. PettenglU.
Selectmen, Henry C. French, L. H. Vielleux,
Gardner B. Cobb.
Treasurer, F. It. Maitla.
Collector, J. A. McMennamln.
8.8. Committee. Harry G. Elliott.
Total amount of appropriations, $64.300.83.
■TOW.

Walker, a son.
Moderator, W. H. Harrington.
In 8tow, March 5, to the wife of Arthur Hall,
Clerk, W. H. Walker.
Selectmen, Almon Emerson, W. H. Walker, a daughter.
In Brownfleld, March 4, to the wife of Chae
W. N. Seavey.
Hill, a daughter.
Treasurer, C. O. Barrows.
In Norway, March B, to the wife of Blchard A.
Collector, O. P. Stevens.
S. S. Committee, W. H. Farrington.
Ssleeby, a daughter.
In Norway, March 8, to the wtfe of Harry T.
Boad Commissioner, W. P. Emerson.
W hilt red ge, a son.
Total amount of appropriations, $1,646.00.
In foutn Woodstock, Feb. 28, to the wife of
SUMNER.
Albert Fuller, a son.
Moderator, L. H. Blsbee.
In North Waterford, Feb. 18, to the wife of
Clerk, L. B. Heald.
Newell Andrews, a son.
Selectmen, W. V. Bedding, Geo. L. Grose, E.
L. Russell.
Treasurer, Geo. A. Chandler.
Married.
Collector, Geo. A. Chandler.
1. 8. Committee, Geo. A. Chandler.
Road Commissioner, Geo. E. Bedding.
Total amount of appropriations, $4,066.00.
In Cartharge, March β, by Re*. Stephen TaySTONEHAM.
lor, Mr. George W. Brown of Dlxlleld and Miss
Ε Staples of West Peru.
Marguerite
Moderator, Riley M. McKeen.
Clerk, Eugene Evans.
William
Adams,
A.
Brown,
Selectmen, George
Died.
Seth W. Johnson.
Treasurer, Ell A. MoAUlster.
Collector, J. M. Bartlett.
In South Paris, March 7, Wilbur L. Farrar,
8. 8. Committee, H. B. McKeen.
aged 52 years.
Boad Commissioner, A. S. Brown.
In Lockt's Mills, March 6, Mrs. Lydla A.
Total amount of appropriations, $2,060.00.
Bryant, aged 89 years.
SWEDEN.
In Greenwood, March 7, Charles Henry, son
of Mr. and Mrs. A. C. Hadley, aged 9 years.
Moderator, M. E. Perry.
In Lovell, March 1, William Gammon, a realClerk, Knfleld S. Plummer.
Sel< ctraen, W. D. Moulton, M. E. Perry, Wm. dent of West Stoneham, aged 87 years, 20 days.
In Le^lston, March 8, Timothy Smith of
M. Flint.
Treasurer, C. E. Jones.
Norway, aged 78 years, 4 months, 13 days.
In East Hiram, March 3, Asa B. Kimball, aged
Collector, Chas. A. Saunders.
Saunders.
A.
59
vears.
S.
C.
S. Committee,
In North Waterford, March 4, Mrs. Prlscllla,
Road Commissioner, Ethel bert Bennett.
widow of Hiram Elliott, nged 87 vears.
Total amount of appropriations, $2,699.00.
in Norway, March 8, Madeline Packard
WATBBTOBD.
Andrews,· daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Moderator, B. G. Mclntlre.
E. Andrews, aged 13 years.
Clerk, L. R. Rounds.
In West Paris, March 11, Infant son of Mr. and
Selectmen, W. V. Kneeland, Addison Mlllctt, Mrs. George Buck.
D. L. Pride.
In Redding, March 12, T. J. Andrews, aged
Treasurer, Daniel Brown.
about 78 years.
Collector, C. E. Packard.
S. 8. Committee, Guy E. Dudley, for 3 years.
L.
J.
Road Commissioners, H. L. Whltcomb,

Tubbs.
Total amount of

Have Your

appropriations, $7,410 00.

Eyes

J

honest,
straightforward
sound,
opinion, supported by the necessan
skill, experience, qualifications, and

Bennett.

Treasurer, D. C. Bennett.
Collector, P. J. Little hale.
S. 9. Committee. A. W. Hart.
Road Commissioner, Joseph Hart.
Total amount of appropriations, $940.00.

REPUTATION.
free of

Moderator, Lewis Leavltt.
lerk, A. w. Llnnell.
Selectmen, Lewis Leavltt, H. W. Flckett, M.

no

(

charge.
Eyesight Testing

superior.

MY 20 YEARS' EXPERIENCE
hind this system.

C. Llnnell.

Treasurer, Hugh Hoyt.
Collector,C A.Bennett·
S. 8. Committee, Don A. Cameron.
Road Commissioner, Don A. Cameron.
Total amount of appropriations, $2,181.42.

|

■>

be-1

Avenue

Poughkeepsle,

Ν.

Y.

Stocks and Bonds
Ca*bln Office and
Agent·' Balance*
Interest and Rent·

Bank.

Hanks,..

Gross Assets
Deduct Items not admitted,

ANNUAL MEETING.
Notice U hereby given that the annual meeting
of the corporation of South Paris Savings Bank

Admitted Assets

884,897 7»

I

634,345 23

LIABILITIES DEC. >1, 1909.

for the election of officers for the ensuing year
will be held at Its banking rooms In South Paris
on Thursday, March 24,1910, at two o'clock p. m.
GEORGE M. AT Wood, Secretary.

1012 |
I

Net Unpaid tasses,
Unearned Premiums
All other Llabllltle
Cash Capital
Surplus over all Liabilities,

appointa trustee, examine the bankrupt, and

transact such other business as may properly
before said meeting.
South Paris, Mar. 12, 1910.
WALTER L. GRAY,
Referee In Bankruptcy.

come

J.
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Mark

any

time.

PLUMMER,
FURNISHER,

A

MAINE.

PARIS.

At

People's Water Company.

Sale

the

10

Notice Is hereby given that the annual meeting I
of the People's Water Company for the election
of officers for the ensuing year snd the transac-

Tucker

Store.

Harness

CENT

the place to

just

It is

DISCOUNT.

pick

IV! a I η

St.,

Norway, Maine.

Si-Mi Claw Sit

of Ready-to-Wear
Garments
announce our clearsale of men's high
i^rade suits and overcoats.
This sale offers a chance
to save money on your

We

ance

A checking account 1· a great
convenience for women, a· It
furnlthe* an accurate record of

wearing apparel.

m

^

general exThe returned check I·
receipt for every

$18.00

house'.iold and
a

Winter

|I

kill

We Invite your patronage.

PARIS.

Suits for

Weight

$14.00

Pour distinct lines of all wool caasimeres, made by Hart, Sôhaffnsr
& Marx, which is a guarantee of
their worth.

$12.00

TRUST COMPANY,
SOUTH

bargain.

out a

James N. Favor, p„Z.s°:.TTHoV.UCK,R
91

|

PER

WOMEN

A
Rthe
always good
paid.
I
penses.

of

robes at
I shall sell the balance of my winter blankets and

ANNUAL MKETINQ.

tion of any other business that may legally comc
before said meeting, will be held at the office ο·,
th« Treasurer In South Paris on Saturday, April
2,1910, at dve o'clock p. u.
GEORGE M. ATWOOD,
Secretary and Treasurer.
11-13
South Pari·, Maine, March 15,1910.

Down

Blankets and Robes

CHECKING ACCOUNTS
FOR

could

352 U.

Winter Weight Suits for

MAINE.

$10.00

Green and gray patterns in great

variety.

Winter

$10.00

Weight

Suits for

$7.60

Extra values for the
of patterns.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Overcoats
All sizes.

HD
L>#
early this year.
fine asortment of

comes

We

are

ready

for it with

Novelties, Chickens, Babbits, Baskets, Eggs, Cards,
Booklets, Post Cards.

Come in and make
Notice our window display.
and
your selections while the assortment is large

complete.

Shurtleff &

A.

One Price

Co.,

Boys'Shoes That Wear
PARENTS

complain that they
cannot find Shoes that will stand up
under the hard usage of the good healthy,
sometimes

staving boys. If you
here for your shoes.

are

troubled that way,

come

Ripper that never rips ; Youths' $1.50;
The Knockabout for $1.75 and $2.00. The»».
shoes are made of good solid leather and thev will wear.
You had better try them.
We have the Little

Boys'$1.7$.

Ε. N.. SWEn SHOE CO.,
Opera

House

Block, NORWAY, MAINE.

frtaphon·

Maine.

Vacuum Cleaner
of the Best Machines
We have
on the Market.
them in stock.
is

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

F. A. Shurtleff & Co.

Norway,

The American

MAINE.

SOUTH PARIS,

Lots

a

Easter

F.

price.

a" marked down in
tbe same proportion.

Clothier,

#

|

''"john

smart-

want

CLOTHIER

SOUTH

884,545 23
$
Total Llabllltle· and Surplus,
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agents,
South Paris, Me.

I

possibly

15.000
25,100 0'
5J*,*55»·
73,074 ra
40.4M5 07
2,173 8·

$

little bit

Every last and

too.

leather that

Co., |

Insurance

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1U09.
·
Real Estate
Mo.tgage Loans,

8. Billing·.
Treasurer, J. H. Ackley.
Collector, Ε. E. Cole.
S. s. Commute, David Farnum.
Total amount of appropriations, $1,000.43.

In the District Court of the United Sûtes for
the District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
)
I η the matter of
In Bankruptcy.
JAMES D. UHLMAN.
of Bethel, Bankrupt. J
To the creditors of James D. Uhlman, in the
County of « >x ford and district aforesaid :
Notice Is hereby given that on the 20th day of
8eut., A. D. 1910. the said James D. Uhlman was
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that the first
meeting of his creditors will be held at the
office of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square. South
Paris, on the 26th day of Mar., A. D. 1910, at
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which time the
said creditors may attend, prove their claims,

Fire

Dutchess

JXow!

and more exclusive than
The kind you see
usual.
Paris boulevards Fifth
on

OPTOMETRIST.

PLANTATION.

a

sa le

er

has

Is

styles on

If anything

SAMUEL RICHARDS,

Moderator, F. F. Foster.
Clerk, W. 8. Mlllett.
L.
6
Selectmen, F. F. Foster, Ernest Billings,

|

®sme

mer

Thie I ofiTer you

MY SYSTEM of

MAQALLOWAY PLANTATION.

NOTICE.

MAINE.

NORWAY,

|

down^

no

S. B. & Z. S. Prince,

great-1

|

get

DON'T BE SATISFIED with a lot of
mysterious words and movement» I
used by them to impress you and
your purse.
WHAT YOU NEED is a thorough

LINCOLN PLANTATION.

South Paris, Me., March 1,1910.

can

8o-called self-styled Opticians and
Specialists.

Moderator, W. H. Hart.
Clerk, Lewis Olson.
Selectmen, W. H. Hart, A. L. Wllsoo, H. G.

Savings

We

good bedding cotton and a rare bargain.
more at this price and can charge none.
Sincerely yours,

a

and tested on
the first appearance of any trouble.
BEWARE, however, of those slipshod,
dabbling, and amateurish systems ol

Moderator, J. L. Bowkcr.
Clerk, Ν. I. Swan.
Selectmen, F. E. Davis, H. D. Bryant, Β. B.
Killings.
Treasurer, J. L. Bowker.
Collector, A. W. Arkett.
8. 8. Committee. L. W. Titus.
Road Commissioners, G. E. Stevens, J. A.
Titus, H. H. Russ.
Total amount of appropriations, $6,126.00.

South Paris

This is

thoroughly examined

WOODSTOCK.

MILTON

Saturday,

and

one

Price

$25.00.

We also rent them—$1.00 per day ; 10 cts. per
hour. No charge less than 50 cts. Call and
see

Buy

a

them.

Machine and do your

neighbors' cleaning.

N.

own

and your

Dayton Bolster Co.

It's Time to Take

η

A blood purifier and tonic. House-clean your system with the
true'L.F.'Atwood's Bitter·. Young and old can always depend
on this fine old remedy to immediately relieve constipation and
are the family physician and great
sickness of all kinds.

The Land erf
Puzzledom.

°as™is2r
œisi^s?
Oxford Democrat, Sooth Parla, Me.

I have u*ed λ good many bottle» of
in my Uinilv and it regulates our stomachs
doctor's bills."
"

Cape Porpoisi, Me.
'L F.' AtwooJ'· Bitten
and has saved us many
—C«u. F. Sbavbv.

Bears tha

CASTOR IA hlnffflBrtiMm.

Recipe·.

TIM KiidYoi H111 AlnnBMCtt

of

great deal to you

thirty-eight

For

as a

years

depositor.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

MAINE.

NORWAY.

has followed strictly the policy of straightforward. legitimate, safe banking and is,
to-day, the oldest and strongest National
Bank in Oxford County.
Our books are examined by National
Bank Examiners under the supervision of
the Comptroller of the Currency at least
twice a year.
There is no better security than that

MONEY.

YOUR

FOR

The officers of this Bank are glsd to give its depositors not merely the ordinary business courtesies, but
wherever possible their help and counsel as well. We
solicit your business and pledge ourselves to serve
your interests faithfully and well.

THE NORWAY NATIONAL BANK
OF

MAINE.

NORWAY.

TOMATO AND CHICKEN BOUILLON.
FU] tbe blanks with word or syllable
Poor the contenta of * can of tomato»·
different
and
spellof tbe same sound
into a sieve to drain. After a time take
ing.
oat the best piece· of tomato for some
We bad rented a —ment bungalow other diah and pre·· the reat through
for tbe summer —eon. wlfb low the sieve. Use tbi· thin pnree and the
for the,
—lings and big windows, out oi liquid drained from the tomatoes
tbe —. soup. Cut half an onion and one-fourth
which we had hoped to
slice· and saute these in
—dare a carrot in thin
We had also expected to
butter or dripping until yellowed and
In the yard and wished to give up tbe
softened. Add a small piece of bay leaf,
place after a —ries of such —rtous two branches of parsley, two of thyme
disappointments. Tbe neighbors —zed aod half the yellow rind cut from a
tbe opportunity to call, arriving In the lemon. Let simmer in two cups of water
middle of the afternoon —esta. 'JO twenty minute·; add the prepared tomaof chicken broth. Mix
all —leers for Information we ex- to and a quart
with these the slightly beaten whites of
—mour
are
the
family
"We
plained.
two eggs and the crushed shells of severand hare come all tbe way from
al, a teaspoonful of salt, and paprika to
Tennes— to —attle."
taste. Stir constantly over the fire until
the boiling point Is reached. Let boil
five minutes. Then move the saucepan
No. 847.—Anagram.
to the back of the range to keep hot
In the garden, wandering over
Wring a!
while the mixture settles.
From the rounded bed ot mold
i
To the grass and sprigs of clover.
napkin out of hot water, spread it over a i
then
and
the
of
red
skim
flowers
in
a
mixture,
Loveliest
gold.
sieve
bowl,
carefully pour it into the napkin. Re-,
Home with spots of tawny yellow
heat and it is ready to serve. This.
In the passion hearts of red.
bouillon, in appearance, resembles a
sunbeams soft and mellow

perpetual pleasure
No musician
perfect pianos.

from

our

admires them ; no
interested in the price.
but

We will

give

at the same

SOUTH

quality and

No. 849.—Two Word 8quares.
1.
Smallest. Earnest. Wltb open month.
India ink. To walk.
II.
Warmth. Comfort A continent. A
kind of bird

PARIS.

save you

money

dunce.

&

COMPANY.

Keep

When in want of

anything

—Ydtith'a

a

Companion.

No. 851.—Puzzle Picture.

MAINE.

....

PLEASE

once.

If you flnd them not don't think you're

TOLMAN

E.

C.

you

time.

is

but

one

MIND!

In

Our

Wagon Paints,
paints include Impervious,

Paroid Roofing—The

best of all rooting».

Milligan,

Turpentine,

and Sherwin-Williams.

THE TIME TESTED KIND.

Don't

lasts.
Screen Doors and Window Screens—We make to order. The kind that
Regular sizes of doors in stock. Have your veranda screened in.
We sell wire screen cloth, spring hinges, Ac.
have a few tirst class wheelbarrows.

sell
Telephones and Electrical Supplies—We
best for automobiles and

Call and see them.

"Columbia Ignition Batteries" the

telephones.

S. P, MAXIM & SON,
Soutli

Seen at a

railway station.

No. 852.—Numerical Enigma.
I am composed of eleven letters, and
I am the name of an explorer whose
name belongs in the houored memory
of every Atnericau.
My 9 7 8 9 belongs in the laundry
My 11 10 7 3 belongs In tbe school
room.
My 1 7 9 6 belougs in church.

My 4 5 2 belougs in tbe fields.

No. 853.—Charade.
all do every day
In some or other fashion;
My next, the first step in the way
That leads to heights Parnassian;
My third, the smallest thing created:
My whole with deadly danger freighted

Paris.

My first

STANDARD

we

MACHINES.
Send for Catalogue.

W. J. WHEELER & CO.,
South Paris.

CASTORIA For Infants and Children.
Tki KM Yli Han Always Sought
YEARS'

EXPERIENCE

My
My
My
My
My
My
My
My

Enigma.

first is in can. but not in may;
second in straw, but not In hay;
third Is In pencil, but not In pen;
fourth is in cavern, but not in den;
flfth Is In haw κ. but not In crow;
sixth is in come, out not in go;
last Is in little, but not In small;
whole la a game that's played wltb
ball.
-St. Nicholas.

Key to Puzzledom.
No. 837.—Homonyms: 1. Forehanded.

Designs

Scientific American.

A handsomely Illustrated weekly. Laiweet circulation of any scientific Journal. Tertn». 13 a
year: four months, 11. Sold by all newsdealer*.

8 Co.36"*"4-'· New York
MUNN
Branch υβοβΓΟ V St- Washington. D. C

HILLS,
Jeweler and Graduate Optician.

Lowest Prices in Oxford County.
NORWAY, MAINE.

A LOW PRICE
—

Wool
to close out odd

OS

Carpets
patterns and clean

up stock.

Chas. F. Ri
Corner Main and Danforth

NORWAY,

Keep Flour
Buy

Bills Down

William Tell Flour —by the

barrel, if possible. You thus protect

yourself against "wheat corner*" and
rises in the price of flour. And yon
will always be sure of good flour and
good bread—biscuits—pies and cakes.
William Tell is made from the finest
selected Ohio Red Winter Wheat. Ask
any flour authority. He will tell yoa
there is no other flour in the worl i that
makes a finer grained or more delicious bread, or lighter biscuits. The
wheat for our William Tell is stored
in hermetically sealed tanks—cleaned
six times before grinding—everything,
even the sewing of the bags, is done
by bright, clean machinery.
Ask your dealer and insist on

having

—

William Tell
For Sale

by

N. D. Bolster Co.

—

Sts.,

MAINE.

Words:

l-deul-s.

No. 839.-Coucealed S»piare Word:
Panic, atone, uornari. inane, cedes.
No. 840.—Behead and Cap: Space,

Tradc Marks

l°r"Iuictl»c..ntt.1e.it

a

Curtailing·.

—

ial. HANDBOOK on Patent·
sent free. oldest agency for securing petent».
Patenta taken tiirouiih Muhii A Co. receive
tptcuil H.>«.· «, Without charwe, In the

Place
At a

For
Bargain.

Sale

One of the beet small place* In Paris.
Eight
flnl-he-l and four unfinished rooms, plenty ot
I'lodet room, good cellar, city and well water,
good large girden spot, chance for 1(0 hens,
«.■veraI good bearing apple and pear trees.
House Is warm and pleasant and la good con·
Jltion, stable for two horses, carriage room and
wood shed all under cover except ben house.
Hose to and between two villages, good neigh
iKira, good place to get workanu to send children
This place close
to school, electric car passe·.
Will sell or irad for a
ίο the fair grounds.
rood small farm.
MBâ. L. ▲. DEARBORN,
South Failli. Me.
itf

i/Ve Do all Kind· of.

JOB PRINTING.
A

ecessor».

was

Remove the centre from a

small,

bard

head of cabbage, to leave a thin shell.
Chop the cabbage fine; add enough

tartare to hold tbe cabbage touse to fill the bowl or ehell.
Finish with four stoned olive·. For the
sauce tartare make a cup of mayonnaise
dressing, and stir into it half a cup of

sauce

gether, and

mixed, fine-chopped olives, capers, eu-1
cumber picklee and parsley. Mustard
pickles may be added, if desired.
PHILADELPHIA

BELISH.

Chop very fine enough crisp cabbage
to make a plot; chop very fine, also, two
mild, green or red peppers, and mix the
two thoroughly together, then set aside
(covered) in a cool place until ready to

of

ground

headaches for those who take

where you can plant
If

TRUE'S
ELIXIR

you
things, you will be surprised
miniature
try it to find bow pretty a

garden

eau

lie made In a sunny win-

dow.
In aiiy rase. It Is time oow to beglo
operations. If you bare ground space
win
for (lowers plant pansy seed In a
In
dow box. The seed will come up
due time; tben so sood as the ground
be
warm the tiny plants must

gets

set out In beds In the open ground
Get a packet of mixed pansy seed
01
Have a shallow wooden box two
full
three Inches deep, till It nearly

of light rich earth—street sweepings

Have bole*
In the bottom of the box for drainage
Scatter the seed evenly over the soli
eartb lightly upon it foi
and

good

are as

as

anything.

sprinkle

Tben water witb spray
from a rose watering pot Keep moist
and not too warm In a sunny place.
Pansy seed Is rather slow to germinate, but in from six weeks to two
months the young plants will be read;
a
to set out about two Inches apart In
bed Soon the plants will begin to
blossom, and you will bave a line bed
of wonderful moukey faced pansles
all summer till late in autumn.
may be planted in th>-

"Keeps

yoa

and your children w*0"

True's Elixir puts everybody, young and old, in the sunshine—hadn't
you better use it ?
The ingredients of which this wonderful Elixir are compounded are
j
A
known the world over for their curative properties. Many are imported

from far-off Rust ia and Egvpt at great expense and are of the un
highist Quality and furiiy. The making of True's Elixir Isa scimcstDA
the proJuct stands unrivaled as α dependable family medicine.
1031. M by D.«l.n I.wywfcw M«, CO·, ·ΙΛβ.
DR. J. F. TRUE * CO., Auburn, M·.

covering.

a

THE LADIES' FAVORITE

GRAND TRUNK sYsm?

Wherever Parisian Sage is Known it
Has the Call.
Parisian Sage, that most efficient of

LOW

SOUTH

all bair restorer*, ia a very delightful
Besides
and refreshing hair dressing.
possessing these qualities it will positively make any woman's bair soft, luxF. A. Shurtleff
uriant and attractive.
A Co. sell it for 50 ceots a large bottle
Mignonette
and will return your money if it doex
ea me manner and may be left permn
not cure dandruff, falling bair and itchnently In the window box. It cometwo weeks.
bous.· ing scalp in
the
fills
soon
and
up quickly
"I had given up hopes of ever being
witb the delicate fragrance of its bios cured of dandruff, when I purchased a
soms.
boule of Parisian Sage. It has entirely
À favorite either for potting or foi removed the dandruff and has started a
the garden bed is the carnation, with· growth of new bair, and all this after
having been troubled 15 years. I cheerits sweet, penetrating odor and ex<jul
site flowers.

mond.

CABBAGE TARTARS.

patch

Having crossed the Rapldau, the Army of the Potomac moved toward
Richmond. Its advance forcing l/ce
to leave a strong defensive pillion
and hurry to check the luvaslon. i be
two forces met on May 4 In a barren,
desolate tract of swamps and scrub
Wl'derness
the
oaks known as
There for three days the battle waged,
about 250.000 men In all being engaged in the struggle. Un Ma.v i the Confederates tell I tack toward Ulcliuioiid.
and Graut press«>d on In hot pursuit.

MINDING THE BABY AND PLAYING BALL

child's legs are placed astride
around the girl's body, so that It really
rides pickaback. The bag holds it so
securely that It cannot slide out.
The girl nurse's hands are thus left
free to do what she likes. She often
plays bounce ball with the baby on
her back. She throws the rubber ball
forcefully upon the ground. The game
Is to whirl around while It Is In the
air and be ready to bounce It again as
it comes down. She has to whirl thus
with the baby upon her back, and the
The

The southerners halted uear Spottsylvania Court Il"Use. and the battle was
Lee there held his ground
renewed.
Hut where Grant was barred In Ills direct march to Richmond he Immediately tried to advance at some other

It, too, takes a long tim«

to grow, so that It should be sprouted
In boxes as early In the season as pos
slble, by the last of February or 1st 01

March.

A TIP OF A TAIL
8lr Frlskera Nearly Lost His
Beautiful Appendage.
In the beginning the tail bad an ending, beautiful and well rounded just
like the ending of a fairy tale, but the
owner of this tall waa greedy as well
How

as

vain

pened.

FARES

FROM

ME.,

PARIS,
TO

PACIFIC COAST POINTS
IN

Feb. 28 to

.TC.

IFFBCT

April

14, 1910

To Seattle. Victoria, Vancouver. Potrn.id,
Nelson, Kobson, Spokane, Tacoma. ~-.q
Francisco, Los Angeles, Etc.,

S53.45.

Proportionately low rates are also <.li»rcd
to Colorado, Texas, Mexico, Montana and
many other Western Points.

TOURIST 8LEEPING CARS
v'rlleave Montreal Mondays, Wedneedavs a.
ι udays at 10:30 P. Μ fortheacc»mnio latl<
second
clas*
tic.
flrst
or
to
holding
sengers
Chicago and West thereof as far a- the P»clllc
for
berth··
Is
made
.Vh
Nominal
charge
Coast.
may be reserved In advance.
InFor fares, time tables, maps and relt <
formation, write
G. A. DORAN, Agt.G.T. By.,South far' Me

fully recommend Parisian Sage."—Mrs.
Elizabeth Anderson, Mechanicsburg, Pa.

Catarrh Will Go

Relief in Two Minutes, Complete Cure Soon.
Don't go on hawking yourself sick
every morning; it's cruel, it's barmfnl

NOTICE.
toe
In the District Court of the United Stat'
District of Maine. In Bankruptcy.
In the matter of
).In Bank
u y.
5
WILLARD G. PRATT,
and it's unnecessary.
of Bumford, Bankrupt. )
the wonIf after
Prat
G.
Wlllard
the
of
To the creditors
you are not rid of vile ca- County of Oxford and district aforesal<l
·■ of
the
4tit
that
on
Is
Notice
hereby given
you can bave your money back.
O. Pt ,t w»»
take the lit- Feb., A. D. 1910, the said Wlllard
No stomach
drat
duly adjudicated bankrupt, and that t
that
inhaler
tle hard rubber
meeting of his creditors will be hel<l .1 the
*outh
Market
8
No.
it
the
into
of
Referee,
office
Squar·
and
comes with each
pour
16th ilay of Mar., Α. Ι). ·1 ». n
Breathe it ac- Paris, on the
of
a few
the
10 o'clock In the forenoon, at which I'
minutes
two
π
In
to directions.
i>ald creditors may attend, prove their
*πΊ
the
examine
bankrui
a
trustee,
that
stuffed
of
up
appoint
it will relieve you
1 transact such other business as may pr
r,y
Use It a few minutes every come before sal<l meeting.
be enwill
weeks
few
in
and
a
yoo
Soeth Paris, Feb. X, 1910.
day,
WALTKR L. GRAY,
tirely free from catarrh.
Referee in Bankru :·
costs
it
Get an outfit

breathing Hyomoi,
der-worker,
tarrh,
dosing—just
pocket
outfit,
and so—well, something hapdrops Hyomei.
Wbat happened is really and
cording

I

j

honestly true.
Sir Friskers Nutpick, a gray squir- feeling.
Note that both peppers and cabowned the tail.
rel,
be
are
to
fine,
exceedingly
chopped
bage
Sir Friskers frisked through bis once
as fine as it is possible to chop them.
only
today;
Mix together thoroughly one teaspoonful
happy days on a large estate. Here
point. Bach setback merely strengthit's worth $1,000 to any catarrh
NOTICE.
man who had built a place $1.00;
of celery seed, one-fourth a teaspoonful
lived
a
lie
ened his determination to push on.
ttie
sufferer. For sale by druggists every-1' In tho District Court of the United States
and
of mustard seed, half a teaspoonful of
families
trout
grow
wherein
might
In Bankruptcy.
who
of
Maine.
&
District
Co.,
where and by F. A. Shurtleff
had planned his geueral route and
salt, one-fourth a cup of brown sugar I
the
from
tempting
be
away
of
matter
the
happy,
)
He wrote:
guarantee it to cure catarrh, croup, In Wallacb P.
and one-fourth a cup of vinegar, and let would not Is· turned aside.
I In Bankr ttjr.
McDonald,
bait thrown to tbem by the email boy coughs, colds, sore throat and bronchitis.
••We have now ended the slstti day
of Rumford, Bankrupt. J
stand some time. When ready to serve
if
needwas
borne
An extra bottle of ITyomei liquid
the big boy. This trout
and
the
result
to
P.
The
Wallace
McDona
of
creditors
To
the
„f very heavy tightlug.
mix the two together.
ed costs but 50c. The little hard rubber County of Oxford and district aforesaid
a sort of reservoir covered with a
this time Is very much In our faof
on the 3»<tli
will
that
with
outfit
Is
Notice
given
ICE CREAM CANDY.
inhaler
hereby
you get
stout iron grating, through wbicb the pocket
t.l
vor.
Our lasses have been heavy as
Feb., A. D. 1910, the said Wallace P. Μ
last a lifetime. Sample bottle of Hyomei was
r«
Two and one-half cups of granulated
and that
the
at
they
look
sky—If
fish
bankrupt,
adjudicated
might
duly
think
I
well as those of ihe enemy.
*■
free from Booth'e Elyomei Co., Buffalo, meeting of his creditors will be held at tf
sugar, three-fourths of a cup of boiling
cared about clouds and sunsets. Their
rt»,
the loss of the enemy must be greater.
of the Referee, No. 8 Market Square, Sout
Ν. Y.
water, one-fourth a teaspoonful of cream
<v*
at lu
to
them
I».
Α.
every
of
were
1»10,
the
16th
meals
Mar.,
on
brought
day
u. r»
of tartar, one teaspoonful of vanilla ex- We bave taken over 5.000 prisoners In
In the forenoon, at which time the said ci
day, just as if they were little cull
*
their claims, ap|
tract. Stir the sugar, water and cream battle, while he has taken from ns tew
may atteml, prove
measles.
.vt
the
tr
and
with
dren shut upstairs
trustee, examine the bankrupt,
of tartar over the fire until the sugar is except stragglers.
tas may pro|terly cor.
bu-lness
other
such
ot
Whether the trout liked this way
melted. With a cloth or tbe tips of the
"1 propose to fight It out on this line
fore said meeting.
WITH
South Paris, Feb. 2<i. 1910.
boarding or not is u deep, durk secret
fingers, wet repeatedly In cold water, If It takes all summer."
WALTKR L. GRAY,
Do fOQ «ant a better one—one that wont
for
often
like
it.
wash down the sides of tbe saucepan;
did
Friskers
Sir
but
whirlwind
v.
In the first mouth of this
ΚιΉμ tn liankr
ο« feel heavy Of make
turn
or
sour,
belch
gai,
remove the spoon, cover the saucepan
crumbs
breakfast
the
stuye«
of
so
me
to
Graut lost 30.259 men
miserable?
campaign
feel
minutes,
four
ι
you
NOTICE.
and let boil rapidly about
on the iron grating instead ot falling
about 30.000 of Lee's. The bloodshed
·'
The subscriber hereby give* notice t
Uncover, set in a sugar thermometer and
Sir Frlaker»·
fourni
through to the trout
has l>een duly appointed administrate ·.
let the sugar boil rapidly to 275 de- was the greater because Grant
i
a
nil
the
of
estate
grating
dally leaped upon
Without a thermometer, in Lee a foe almost worthy of his own
-.
grees Fahr.
HEBBEBT A. FLETCHER, late of Den*
he found crumbs ate them without ι·
test by dropping syrup into cold water; martial genius.
In the (bounty of Oxford, deceased, and ►·.··
.r
or "thank you."
bonds as the law directs. All persons lia»
if the drops when pushed from the botat
Lee
"please"
to
Spottsyldislodge
Failing
demands against the estate of said deceaNow bis handsome tall often bum.
tom of the dish of water, rattle in the ^anla. tirant moved hurriedly to the
minutes,
five
in
distress
for
aettlemei
same
stomach
It reheve·
are desired to present the
ami all Indebted thereto are requested to mak
dish, the syrup is cooked enough. Turn southern side of the James river and
through the grating. For many day
JAPANESE NEWSBOYS.
h turns old, unsatisfactory, rebellious stomachs
the syrup upon a marble or large platter,
payment Immediately.
as
to
heartithe
debates
to
serious
held
ever
trout
the
ready digest
into new ones,
toward Ricbmoud by way of
marched
CKLIA M. FLETCHERFeb. 10th, 1910.
lightly brushed over with olive oil. Aa Petersburg. At the latter place, about fearsome. The Infant does not mind I wbat this great gray thing wns that
est meai.
I
the syrup cools turn the edges towards
It
Is
because
a
however,
NOTICE.
It
perhaps
bit,
Thej
hung Just above the water.
the center, and when cool enough to twenty miles south of the Confederate a
►
W· guarantee Mi-o-na tabThe subscriber hereby gives notice that
Jap.
knew It was alive, for sometimes it was
ι·
handle pull in the hands or over a hook. capital. Lee again opposeO his proghas been duly appointed administratrix >>f
lets to cur· stomach disease·
wide
as
are
Just
1
and it
newsboys
Japanese
it
wasn't
sometimes
and
there
fortlthe
At
was
while
vanilla
ress
1
Add the
Petersburg
strongly
pulling.
fail.
il
back
they
I.
of
Bucklle!
Money
late
F. FORBES,
uwake as those of America, only they
At Inst
even waved back and forth.
π
last, pull on a marble in strips nearly tied. It was the key to Ricbmoud and
In the County of Oxfonl, deceased, and ti'T
When cold cut in must fall before the capital could be i have a different way of annouucluf?
All persons lia> t
two inches wide.
the largest and wisest trout made up
bonde a·, the law directs.
1
i
atbells
demands against the estate of said ileco
a
his mind that it was an unusually
stripe four or five inches long. Set aside taken. So Grant, unable to carry l^ee's groat events. They run with
i,
arc desired to present the same for scttleri
the numln'r
and
belts,
in a tin box, with waxed paper between
their
to
taohed
take
to
te
to
p.
and
decided
worm
fat
choice
fortifications by storm, laid siege to
and all Indebted thereto are requeeted
the layers. After two days the candy
bells Increases with the Importance the risk of finding out.
He jumped F. A. SHURTLEFF & CO. payment Immediately.
the place, sending out expeditions of of
ADDIE A. FOBUt·
Feb. 15th, 1910.
will be porous, creamy and soft, but not
is
number
The
news.
their
highest
of Sir
^ and caught the beautiful tail
cavalry to cut off the enemy's supplies of
in the least sticky.
Friskers square between bis teeth.
Co.
aud railway communication.
and
STEAMED COTTAGE PUDDING.
Sir Friskers barely saved himself from
While Grant and Lee were face to
OF MARYLAND.
One-fourth a cup of butter, one-half a face at Petersburg momentous camgoing straight through the grating by
ASSETS, DEC. 31, ISO».
cup of sugar, 1 egg, well beaten, one-half
were in progress elsewhere.
clinglug fast with his four paws.
*
paigns
· <*'
Beal Estate
a cup of milk, one and one-half cups of
Then a man. whom Sir Friskers fearLee sent 20.000 men under General
Mortgage Loans,
I'
fiour, two and one-half level teaspoonful·
I
Collateral
ed above all things, came at the sound
M'
of baking powder. Mix as a cake; turn Early to capture Washington. Early, j
Stocks and Bonds,..................
3·ν
of his wailing and rescued him from
Cash In Office and Rank
into a buttered mold, cover and steam crossing the Potomac, outnumbered
"
>■'
balances,
five
Agents'
the
of
to
sent
force
terrible
pounder.
the
grip
about one hour and a quarter. Serve and defeated a Uuiou
Bflls Receivable
The
sauce.
hot with lemon or strawberry
Interest and Bents
check him. Part of his army Invaded
Cbicago News.
All other assets,
sauce should bave a pronounced tiavor,
To perform this trick well before a
Pennsylvania, burning Chamhersburg.
were
if
so
than
the
much more
*
pudding
email party Is to at once become the
—t β.··
lui! was driven
Gross Assets
M,
baked.
Deduct Items not admitted,
Disguised Hands Always Bad.
hero of the evening.
^
hack. The main
"Ilerp is a truth.' says :ι !i:ii:Jwrit
♦ ''
The performer hands the audience a
FRESH FISII CAKES.
#
Admitted Aescti·
lii'dy pressed on
h*
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1809.
dessert plate and a cambric handker- lug expert. "that Is as widespread
Left-over potatoes may be used. If through Mary*'
<;
$
Net Unpaid Losses
These being the other A disguised band alwaychief for examination.
the potatoes are whole, cut them in land toward Bal"
1,1"
Unearned Premium*,
ttic real band
»
halves, lengthwise, cover with boiling timore and Wasb1returned, he places the plate upon a tries to be poorer than
LlablUtles
Allother
*'
to us ex
water and bring quickly to the boiling
2.»
Cash < apltal
table near bim. The handkerchief is That axiom Is a great Help
until its
ington
all
over
Liabilities,........
five
Surplus
minutes, drain,
For Instance, when a letter
point; let boil nearly
then spread out quite flat over the perts.
progress was
-1
to
sprinkle with salt and prees through a checked by GenI 6
Total Liabilities and Surplus
At command sugared almonds, done in a disguised band is brought
plate.
bulk
of
an"
add
fish, picked
equal
ricer;
the writer of
M. F. BABTLETT, General Ag. nt.
nuts and raisins pour Into the dessert us we always kuow that
Wall.ew
eral
or
<■
one
as
salt
and
M
needed,
Watervllle,
pepper
fine,
letter is In a higher station than
lace and some
FREELAND HOWE, Local Agent,
plate the instant the handkerchief is the
two tablespoonfule of butter for each
lead us to Infer; hence
9-11
Norway, Me.
lifted up. producing au efTect that the hand would
pint of material, and cream, milk or left- hnstUy assembled
lu our detective work we are able to
over sauce (drawn butter or cream), to
regiments. Walmight, well have astonished even the
save much valuable time by eliminatI ne hranKiin
moisten the mixture; mix thoroughly, lace was defeatof
old.
magician
;
all persons socially tielow the up
then shape into round, fiat cakes; dip
The way it is done is this: Make a ing
"SUPERIOR TO OTHER MAKE8."
ed after a stubInsurance
Fire
these in flour and let cook, until brown
of the letter and concentrât
"I have worn W. L. Douglas shoes for the
seven hour
calico bag large enough to hold the pearance
six years, and always find they are far
hot salt pork ur bacon born
of Philadelphia.
on one side, In
our attention on those only wbo past
battle ou the Monuts and sweetmeats you Intend to dis- lug
superior toall other high grade shoes In style,
side.
other
to
brown
the
turn
then
ASSETS, DEC. SI, 1909.
fat,
It."
are
above
comfort
and
W.
durability."
O.
JONES.
'«
tribute exactly to the pattern of a
nocaey river, but s*
Ileal E«Utc
$ 1
119 Howard Ave., Utlca. Ν. Y.
HOT CHEESE SANDWICH.
"®
<
his resistance
night cap or the letter A. A small
II I could take you into my large fac- Mortgage Loan*
Loans
Collateral
For this dish baker's bread, being
"
tories at Brockton, Mass., and ahow you Stocke ami Bonds
selvage Is turned up at the bottom of
24
perhaps saved
Predicaments and Remédie·.
IN Tn®·
R0DE
more porous, is better than home-made
the Uuion capital
<iet two pieces of watch
the bag.
Tbe company beiug seated lu a cir- how carefully W. L Dcuçlae shoe· are Cath In Office and Bank
"
au
ha
of
1
in
slices
bread. Cut
three-eight
Agent»' Balances,...................
from capture, for, laden with plunder, spring and bend them quite flat, each cle, each person whispers U) lils right made, you would realize why they hold
Hfile receivable
inch thick and trim off the crust*. On
η tercet an<l Kent*
started back to Vir- spring to be exactly half the diameter band neighbor some trying situation their shape, Ht better, wear longer, and
half the slices spread very thin «lices of the Confederates
All other Asnetit,
are of greater value than any other make.
These are put Into the and to his left a remedy.
of the bag
moist common factory cheese, or spread ginia.
CAUTION—Ate tli.it W. I.. Pouiflaj name ami price
4
Gross Assets
t ->
Meantime Grant, learning of Lee's selvage and sewed up. Wbeu the bag
stamped on tho bottom. Tul>r \<> Miil»tiliitc,
with a generous layer of grated cheese.
Oue's neighbor to his left whispers. U If
yonr dealer cannot lit yon wtlli W l..|toup>.i«ihoes,
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1WW
If the cheese be grated, any dry cheese move, sent General Sheridan In pur- is opened It will close Itse'f in conse- "What would you do if you were in- write for Mali Oriler Cat aloe. W.I.DouKlai,
lltocluon,
Λ
■ass.
I 10»
Nit UnpaH Losses.
POU 8ALK BY
Sheridan caught up quence of the springs
A long plu Is vited to dine with the president?"
may be used; cover with a second slici* suit of Early.
l.T*"
Unearned Premiums,
of bread. Have ready iu a frying pan with and defeated the Confederates at
·>.·*>
Alloth- r Liabilities
passed through the top of the Ιιηκ while from the right be is told to
So. Paris. C«eh
two or three tablespoonfule of olive oil
Capital
If Ihe "wear a mackintosh."
14
Winchester, in the Shenandoah valley, and lu'Dt round hook shape.
<►'
Surplus over all Liabilities,
or melted butter; in this eaute the sandId a
and again on Sept. 22.
19
now
is tilled with nuts. etc.. It
bis
comon
to
Sept.
he
Is
called
bag
When
give
on
brown
one
a
wiches to
side,
Liabilities
ami
Total
golden
Surplu
battered may be suspended by the hook without bination be
then turn ana cook the other side. Serve week be had sent Early's
says: "I was asked what
W. J. WHEELER A CO., Agent*,
But on any danger of the nuts or anything I would do if I were invited to dine
for luncheon or supper with a green troops hurrying southward.
South Paris, Μ λ ·'·
Oxford Co.
was away, the
the
THE
fruit.
Sheridan
or
stewed
salad
while
because,
19.
a
Oct.
else
although
MP
out.
wear
would
I
falling
with tbe president.
vegetable
Annual Statement of
Federal army was attacked and beat- mouth of the bag Is downward, the mackintosh."
MOCHA CAKES.
en by Early at Cedar Creek. Sheridan
It shut.
one may say: "I was askkeep
The
next
springs
North
Branch
When
in
a
sheet.
cake
Bake a sponge
with
in time to rally his troops,
Wbeu this trick is to be showu the ed what I would do If a burglar got
baked it should be nearly an inch in rode up
Insurance Co.
&
Mercantile
in small charge the Confederate line and for prepared bag is bung on the side of the in the bouse. I would take a small
cake
thickness. Cut the
to
win
an overwhelming
audience
the
time
from
with
third
Is
the
sides
table
that
the
away
of
and
of
London
dose
rounds, spread
lightly
Edinburgh, Oreat Britain.
paregoric."
mocba cream, then roll in chopped nuts. victory. Early's army was wrecked The plate Is also placed on that aide,
ASSETS DEC. 31, 1909.
Cocoanut, pecan nuts or walnuts may be and the Shenandoah valley cleared of and when the handkerchief Is laid over
Question· and Answers.
Stock* ami Bonds
I 7,411,' i X
used. With pastry bag and star tube Confederate·.
S3-1
Ci eh In Office and Hank
the plate a part Is left to fall over the
"jf
Why are young ladles bad gramma"!<·.«'
Balance*,...........
pipe mocha cream round and round over
Agents'
side of the table. Now the handkerchief
can
decline
so
Interest
and
few
Because
rians?
Rents,
the top of the cake. Finish with a
»
THROAT
ALL
AND
TROUBLE».
AMD
LUNfl
2.»«l
All other Assets,
Is picked up with the rl«ht hnnd in the
maraschino cherry in the centre.
matrimony.
Trie S<cret Word.
center, Just as a lady does when she
GUARANTEED SATISFACTORY
Groan Assets,
did tbe highlanders do most
t #,'»
Why
ζ
MOCHA CBEAM.
■"
One of tii'? company leaves the room
3.·
Deduct Items nut admitted
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
wishes to exhibit the lace <>dges, and
Because ever)'
harm at Waterloo?
Beat one cup of butter to a cream; and the others fix on seme common
with It the bag of nuts, the folds of
Admitted Aaseta,......
I β,ϋ- U*5
man bad one kilt before tbe battle.—
then gradually beat into it two cups and word, such a:; "tan." "may," "will,"
the cambric hiding the hag. The left
LIABILITIES DEC. 31, 1ί<<».
Philadelphia Ledger.
a half of sifted confectioners' sugar, and,
the
•If," etc. When the word id decided
draw
over
used
to
hand le now
Wet Unpaid I os-ea,..
I
j*
lastly, one or two tablespoonfule of coffee ••η thv? player outs:de Is called In and handkerchief and to press the bag.
Unearned Premiums,..
4*W' »'■1"·ι·®
extract. If extract be not at hand, reν
Liabilities
All
other
one
of
each
to ask questions
on
This causes the eprlngs to open, and
more
eat
duce clear, black coffee, by boiling, to a '.•e„iiH
Jaeh Capital, deposited In Ν. Y. Stite, 2"
'w
SJ7;
oat fall the good things upon the plate.
iurplua over all Liabilities
strong decoction. Melted chocolate, one V'i turn.
nue,
In replying every one must manage
or two ounoes, are often beaten into the
This causes sufficient diversion for the
rotal Liabilities and Surnlue
$ *,'24·.' H
butter, bat the cream should then be fo use the secret word and, if possible, merest tyro of a conjuror to drop I he
W. J. WHEELER & CO.. Agent
I ll
Sonth Parle, Maine.
called chocolate instead of mocha cream. without emphasising or making It con- bag behind the table unseen, while he
If the questioner notices advances to the audience, politely Inpicuous.
EASTEB CAKES.
the one word coming so often in the quiring, "Will you take a few nuts or
Beat half a cap of buttor to a cream;
The
sweetmeat· Τ
gradually beat in one cap of sugar, then answers she will soon guess It.
the beaten yolks of four eggs, two table- une from whose reply she Anally diea
spoonfule of lemon juioe and the grated t-overs it must be the one to go out
Short and Sweet.
rind of half a lemon, one cup and a next and become questioner.
on
courtoue
shortest
of
the
Perhaps
fourth of sifted pastry flour, sifted again
was that of an emluent Jurist.
ships
soda
of
with one-fonrth a teaspoonful
He was on bis way to bold court in a
Baby'· Valentine.
and, lastly, the whites of four eggs,
Why, here's a valentine for baby I
town when he met a young woman
beaten dry. Bake in «mail tins. DecoA trifle premature and maybe
ments
rate with boiled
returning from market
frosting, chopped
Overhasty. How discover
"How deep is the creek and what
pistachio nuts and tiny candies.
The name of her too ready lover?
did you get for your butter?" asked
8WEDISH SPONGECAKE (FOTATO FLOUR.)
She'e overyoung for valentines.
the Judge.
of
four
and
whites
the
Beat
And all too soon her lover pines.
me
yolks
to
"Up to the knee and ninepence," was
He must Indeed have been a gaby
eggs separately. Beat one cup of sugar
Who aent one to a little baby.
the answer as the ulrl walked ou
into the yolks. Sift together half a cup
The JudKc pondered over the sensiof potato flour, one-foarth a teaspoonful
Behold, the writing's feminine!
each of salt and soda, and three-fourths
ble brevity of the reply, turned his
I guess who sent this valentine.
Packed in regular «ie 10c packages. and in
a teaspoonful, scant measure, of oream
The hidden secret I'll discover.
horse, rode back and overtook her.
family alxe package*, 25c.
56
of tartar, and fold Into the first mixtare.
Why, to b· sure. It eomes from "mur
"1 liked your answer Just now." he
▼erl"
Add two teaspoonfuis of lemon extract,
1 think you
said, "and 1 like yo.u.
then fold in the stiff beaten whites of the
A new
Will you
would make a good wife.
egg*.—Boston Cooking Sohool Magazine.
marry me?"
A Double Break.
The best of
Goods.
a
After you have used part of a com·
She looked him over and said "Yes." rf
Wife—I saw Mr. Cbacer this afterNo old
"Then get up l>ehind me, aud we will )ak woodwork for closets.
pressed yeast cake, immerse the rest in noon, and be looks very bad. What's
Call and see this line.
■alt, corn meal or floor, and it will keep
and be married."
Satisfaction Guaranteed.
the matter with him—do you know? ride to town
one mile oat from the village,
nearly a week.
No onA 40 acre (arm,
attended to.
She did get up behind, and they rode
Wife—
fracture.
telephone Une. Scenery that f· eds the mind,
Hubby—Compound
solltbst feeds the body. House, ell, shed and
for team.
Old and scrap pieoes of sine should be What sort of compound fracture? to the courthouse and were made one
barn connecte·!. Spring that never falls. Price
saved for burning the soot from oblmand Miss Dough- It Is recorded that, brief though the
broke,
$1000 and no back talk.
Hubby—He's
neys and stovepipes. A little bit thrown
the
bad
been,
marriage provInquire of J. B. Mabom, or the owner two
discovering that fact, broke her courtship
miles below.
J. N. IRISH.
on the fire will effectively dear the pas- bag.
ed α pre-eminently happy one.
Maine.
SOUT
iotf
Nichol· St.,
Inquirer.
Bnokfield, Mo., UArcb 9,1910.
engagement.-Philadelphia
sages of soot.
use.

jolting that infant gets is something

ARE YOU SATISFIED
YOUR STOMACH?

i

M IONA

e"cUNTON

50 Cents

Large Box

WLB0UGLÀS

Trick With a
Bag of Nuts.

Fidelty

Deposit

«U35J&S4.5H0ES
BOYS
SMS

....

1. Triply curtail the bearing of au
inferior toward bis superior and leave
the eong of the bees. 2. Curtail the
name of one of Shakespeare's most
famous characters and leave a very
tine city lu Euroi>e. 3. Doubly curtail
a piece of American money and leave
two pints of anything.
Answers: 1. Humble, hum. 2. Romeo,
Rome. 3. Quarter, quart.

2. Fourhauded.
Words Wlthiu
No. 838.
S-park-s. e-name-l. epoti-e.
l-aria-t. b-anne-r. l-otter-y.

Copyrights Ac.
Αητοηο sending α «ketch and description may
aulckly .«certain mir opinion free whether au
invention t» probably patentable. Communlca-

ter and dash that
marked his pred-

It te an eaij thing for boy· tod
beautigirls to bare gardens and raise
no
ful flowers. Even tbongb you bave

··

No. 854.—Crossword

SEWING

60

smoking,

Don't let the demons of pain drive hotsplkes
through your throbbing temples—there's a
neay—'True's Elixir. It's a reliable remedy
for "everyday ills." Sets your stomach right
when if s "off." Makes digestion strong and
active. Keeps the liver working, the blood
pure and the nerves steady as a clock. Fewer

Cures indigestion

Brushes.

try imitations.

Wheelbarrows—We

care-

quite lacking In
the military glit-

J

Varnishes,

Liquid Filler,

Heath Λ

man,

less In dress. for-

ever

|

Linseed Oil,

Floor Faints,
Floor Dressing,
Floor Finish,

bearded

shabby and

End That Splitting
Headaonel

Gardening.

]

WE SELL

Doors, Windows, Frames, Builders' Finish. Glass, Putty, Nails,
Builders' Hardware, Sheathing Paper,
House Paints,
Barn Paints,
Eoof Paints,

brown

Window Box

j

in our lines give us a call.

WE CAN SAVE YOU MONEY.

Httle

J (J

A strong narcotic drug am t.
To flnd my letters you must try.
My first begins a Kind of bond;
Second, a food of which we're fond.
My third begins a thing for games;
My fourth, a labor that often tames.
My fifth begins a plowshare old.
My sixth a home all flnd. we're told.
My seventh begins a noble speech.
Put these letters In line It you would
reach
The answer that Is hidden here.
The words are common, but search a yeai
In the Bible and you would flnd them but

will find

By Albert Pajnao Terhuoe

chosen on March
17. l»i4. to the
chief command
of the
United
JT ^
States forces.
Less
He was General U. S. Grant.
than four years earlier he had been
plodding along In an Illinois town as
an $800 a year store clerk and had
been looked on as a failure In life.
Where the
He had been busy smashing the Condelicate amber consomme.
Wooed them ere the summer tied.
federacy's j)ower In the southwest
BOUILLON.
TOMATO
Now. the breeze of AUTUMN STIRS
while more showy Union leaders had
Put two cup· of boiling water, two :
them;
the
cut
: been suffering endless setbacks at
or
Sweeter Incense from them flows
tomatoes
of
fresh)
(cooked
cups
hands of Lee In Virginia.
Each round leaf with sadness bears tbem in
two
an
half
parsley
onion,
bits,
j
Murmur low. "When iioreas blpws
branches, four slices of carrot and bit of | His first move was to divide all the
simmer
let
the
over
leaf
twenty
Union forces iuto several armies and.
fire;
bay
"We will lie all pale and blighted.
minutes, then drain through a fino sieve. with a mathematical plan ot action in
Hearts of gold and passions flame.
The sieve should be fine enough to hold mind, to hurl each of these at one of
That through summer days delighted
Lowly waif and highborn dame."
back the seeds, but the flesh of the to- the various armies of the Confederacy.
mato (no other vegetable) should pass
It was h general organized rush all
the sieve. Add a quart of boiling water
No. 848.—Changed Letters.
line.
Grant hliuself. with
in which a tablespoonful of beef extract along the
ol
make
first
letter
the
as his
By cbangiug
has been dissolved or a quart of meat the Army of the Potomac, chose
crooked a shelter, a coin, an opening,
broth, also salt and pepper as needed. adversary the Army ot Northern Mra depression, «one, coutined, dispetcb
In
Heat to the boiling point and serve. giuia. Lee's own cruck veterans.
ed. loaned, torn.
This soup should be of a bright red pursuance of this Idea he crossed the
color.
Unpldan and began a march ou Rich-

No. 850.—Riddle.

LOVERS OF MUSIC

Takes Charge.
SILENT

Japan.

Would It not seem queer to live Id a
country where the babies never cry
and the boys never fight and the girls
to not squabble and quarrel? There
seems to be Just one such country on
the globe, und that le Japan.
A Jap baby Is never under any clrruinstances scolded, slapped or shaken.
No wonder, then, that It does not cry.
Among the common people of Japan
older girls help mind the babies and
The baby Is caryounger children.
ried upon Its older sister's back in a
hood is
queer way. A sort of bag or
tied securely around the girl's body.
The hood or bag bangs loosely upon
her back, and in It the baby Is placed

XL1.—Civil War—Grant

j

—

National Bank Protection
means a

No. 84&—Dropped Latter·.

—

Signature

Of Far

Our Country.

Columm,

They

household remedy in thousands of homes. Τry them tonight.
You will feel better tomorrow. 35 cts. a bottle at your dealeis.

The Children

The Wars of

HOMEMAKERS COLUMN.

pace, ace: race, trace.
No. 841.—Conundrum: Ii is a good
looking glass (a good looking lass).
No. 842— Pictorial Code Rebus: Hlrds
Word»—
of a feather flo«k loger her.
Hod. fire. loft. berg, shore. Tnft. cake
No. 843.
Anagram: (.teen η grey—

hounds.
No. 844 -Enigma: Orator.
No. 84ft.—Charade: Loom. mine.

a.

rye— luminary.

Quick climatic changes try strong
constitution· and cause, among other
evils, nasal catarrh, a troublesome and
offensive disease. Sneezing and snuffing,
coughing and difficult breathing, and the
drip, drip of the foul discharge into the
throat—all are ended by Ely's Cream
Balm. This honest remedy contains no
cucaine, mercury, nor other harmful ingredient. The worst cases yield to
treatment in a short time. All druggists,
50c., or mailed by Ely Bros., f>6 Warren
Street, New York.

Training;

Qreat

Singers.

Aa some of ua know, Adeline Patti
tang as a child. Her voice required Utile or no training. Its beauty and placement were God-given. AU Patti'· wise
guardians did waa to protect her against
her
exposure of all kinds. Patti made
operatic debut at an age when it would
vocal
training of
be a crime to begin the
the average girl.
Nellie Melba is another whose golden
throat waa
by nature. When
Melba left ner Australian home for
Paris, where she acquired aome "frills,"
tier voice waa perfect, ao no one, unless
It be the unknown teacher in far-away
Melbourne,~ can honestly olaim any
credit for Melba'e "vocal method."
Madame Tetrazzinl, who came rather
late Into her own, was always a natural
linger. It is reported that she studied
tone production but five montha. But
retrazzini lived in the home of her sister,
Madame Campanini, who is a singer, and
bearing tbia alater practice for years
lupplied the clever liatener with ideaa
which enabled her to curtail her own

perfected

itndlea by several
ser.

yean.—Harper's

Ba-

"A blizzard la raging in Nebraska."
"I'll bet all the animale that are left Id
Lfrioa wish they were In Nebraska."

THE LARGEST MAKER AND RETAILER
OF MEN'S FINE SHOES IN THE WORLD.

Company

^

l|

J. F. Plummer,

....

kill™· couch
CURE

LUNC8

Dr. King's
New Discovery

British

U.S.

for C8ngr

The

I shall sell at my
Western Avestore
at

you

Quaker Oats AUCTION
the better your health
will be.

large lot of property,

Saturday,

Practical experiMar. 26.
with athletes
If you have anything
show Quaker Oats you wish to have sold
be the greatest at this sale give
your list, that property
strength maker.
into the advermay go

tising.

A. D. FARE,
Auctioneer.

Lot

Plumbing

goods.
oing promptly
:harge
Norway,

Job-

FOE SALE.

...

■

........

Picture Frames

and Pictures,

Mats, Mirrors

&

Mouldings 1%.

High

Grade Portrait Work

in Crayon, Water color,

Sepia and Oil specialty.

L. M. TUFT

\

